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All advertised financing is conditional on approval of credit. Financing plans are provided by third parties and the providers may change from time to time. The financing plan selected affects APR and APR is disclosed in the financing documents. Deferred payment offers and “same-as-cash”
offers contain significant conditions which are disclosed in the financing documents. “Same-as-cash” financing accrues interest from the date of purchase. Interest will be waived if payment is made in full on or before the final date stipulated in the finance agreement. “No-interest” financing
requires minimum monthly payments as stipulated in the finance agreement. Interest will be charged to your account if minimum payments are not made or if the full balance is not paid by the stipulated date. Other finance plans may be offered from time to time, with conditions and charges
that are fully disclosed in the finance agreement. Customers are advised to read agreements fully before signing. All illustrations similar. "Mfg. List” is published suggested retail prices and does not necessarily reflect the selling price in the area. For comparison only. Not responsible for typo-
graphic errors. * LOW PRICE OR IT’S FREE: Item must be locally advertised in the last seven days and available in local competitor’s stock..  Must be new, undamaged merchandise, same maker, same model, same fabric/color/finish. No “as-is,” demos or closeouts. Competitor’s ad must be pre-
sented at beginning of transaction. Prior purchases excluded. (1) SAME DAY DELIVERY offered on in-stock merchandise when delivery can be completed within normal business hours. Geographic and other limitations apply. Copyright © 2016 Country Dan’s — Reproduction Prohibited

1201 S. Renaissance NE 
341-4122

Mon - Sat
9 AM to 7 PM
Sun 12-5 PM

FREE
LAYAWAY

SAME DAY
DELIVERY(1)

Montano
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ce

FINANCE UP TO 5 YEARS!
On approved credit. $1999 minimum  purchase. Conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

COUNTRY DAN’S — QUALITY, VALUE AND SERVICE SINCE 1974!

$1299

$1699

SAVE $400!

SAVE $400!

MATTRESS 
SPECIALS!

MOTION SOFA
AND LOVESEAT!

BIG RECLINER
SECTIONAL!

SLEEP LIKE A KING!
SIX-PIECE SUITE!

Both pieces.
Orig. $1699

Orig. $2099

$599
SAVE $200!

$879
SAVE $170!

$1769
SAVE $400!

QUEEN
BED

WITH
LOTS OF
DETAIL!

QUEEN
BED

WITH
DRAWER
SPACE!

Headboard, footboard, rails and
posts. Barclay series by Elements.

Bed platform with drawers and
bookcase headboard by Elements.

King size headboard,
footboard and rails,
dresser and nightstand.
Complete Cameron
bedroom by Elements.

SANDHILLS
Memory 
Foam 
Queen

85TH ANNIV.
Firm
Queen
Orig. $549

$329 $399
HOLLINBANK

Ultra
Foam 
Was $1099

PACIFIC DUNES
Super
Pillow Top
Orig. $599

$799 $450
BUNK BEDS AND

COMPLETE KIDS ROOMS!
Wide

Selection
Of Styles
Made In

USA!

DINING SET
SEATS SIX!

DINING SUITE
AND BAKER’S

RACK!

APARTMENT
SOLUTION

$949

$499

Big table and six upholstered
chairs. For family or entertaining!

Pub-height drop-leaf table wit
two padded ladder-back chairs.

Complete
package
price …

All six
sturdy
pieces …

$1993-piece 
all wood
group …

Glass-top table, four chairs.

A comfortable place for everyone in the family!

Lots of room for family and friends!
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Dateline: Washington
A Goodwill store in Monroe, Wash. got a
bigger donation than expected when an
insulated cooler was found to contain more
than 60 ounces of weed. Employees at the store
discovered the marijuana while sorting through
donation on the morning of Monday, March
13. Employees immediately called police. “We
went over there and they opened the lid and in
there was five large bags of marijuana,” Debbie
Willis of the Monroe Police Department told
CNN. “Normally when we go there, it is for a
shoplifter, but not anything like this.” Police
have tried to track down the original owner of
the cooler and its 3.75-pound stash of pot, but
they are unsure if the item was donated at the
store or at one of the Goodwill trailers parked
in a neighboring town. “There are many people
on social media claiming it’s theirs,” Willis said.
“But we have yet to have one walk through the
door.” The weed—estimated to be worth about
$24,0000—is now sitting in a police evidence
locker, waiting for the department’s yearly burn
of drugs. 

Dateline: South Carolina
A substitute teacher in Lexington County was
removed from the job after she allegedly got so
drunk in class she vomited on the floor.
WISTV in Columbia reports that
administrators at Brookland-Cayce High
School in Cayce called police around 9:45am
after noticing Judith Elizabeth Richards-Gartee
allegedly acting in a manner that suggested she
might be under the influence of alcohol.
Besides the alleged vomiting, Richards-Gartee
was reportedly unable to stand, forcing school
officials to remover her from the classroom in a
wheelchair. A deputy from the Lexington
County Sheriff’s Department soon arrived on
the scene and reported finding a box of wine in
the suspect’s purse. Students in the class told
the officer they saw their teacher consuming
the wine during class. Richards-Gartee was
charged with disorderly conduct and taken to

the hospital. The Lexington School District
Two later released a statement reading, “On
Friday, March 10, 2017, it was reported to the
Administration of Brookland-Cayce School
that a substitute teacher was behaving
erratically and appeared to be under the
influence of alcohol. This substitute is not an
employee of the District, but works for Kelly
Services. ... The Administration responded
immediately, removing the substitute from the
classroom and sending her to the School
Resource Officer. The District has been advised
that law enforcement has filed criminal charges
against the Kelly employee.”

Dateline: California
A judge in Humboldt County has ruled that
the phrase “insert fart smell here” can remain
in special election material to be distributed to
Southern Humboldt voters this spring.
According to the North Coast Journal, the
phrase came from local resident Scotty
McClure in response to Measure W, a parcel
tax intended to fund the rebuilding of the
Jerold Phelps Community Hospital in
Gaberville. Deputy County Counsel Joel
Ellinwood, representing the county elections
office, argued in front of Judge Timothy Cissna
that the language was inappropriate to be
distributed to taxpayers with taxpayer money.
Ellinwood cited state elections code section
9380, which says a judge may issue a
“peremptory writ of mandate or an injunction
... upon clear and convincing proof that the
material in question is false, misleading or
inconsistent.” Ellinwood argued that Mr.
McClure’s rebuttal “is a vulgarity that expresses
contempt for the whole process.” When asked
to defend his words, the 68-year-old McClure
said he was tired of taxes. “I formed an opinion.
That is my rebuttal,” McClure said in court.
“They have to print this, no interpretation
should be allowed by the elections department.
I think I have a right to that opinion.” In the
end Judge Cissna ruled that McClure’s “fart
smell” comment could not be considered false,
inconsistent or misleading and denied the
county’s petition to strike it from elections
material. “Did I win?” asked McClure after the
judge announced his decision. “I’m new at
this.” a

Compiled by Devin D. O’Leary. Email your weird
news to devin@alibi.com.
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NEWS | INTERVIEW

An Accelerator Named Lewis
Councilor weighs in for mayoral race

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
s a successful member of Albuquerque’s
business community, City Councilor and
energy company Executive Vice President

Dan Lewis earnestly believes that setting this
city’s economic sights toward success and then
reaping the market-provided benefits will
rouse the sleeping giant known as our town.
Business growth and consequently
employment opportunities—homegrown as
well as from tech firms lured to the area by our
performance stats—will raise the standard of
living, reduce crime and eventually re-create
this city as it was meant to be: prosperous and
forward-leaning. Davis, a Republican, eschews
partisan descriptions of what he wants to do as
the city’s next mayor, instead pronouncing his
agenda as one based in locality and municipal
needs. He wants to make the citizens of this
town the number one focus of his
administration, and given a chance, aims to
foment policies that are designed to grow the
city, to remove it from the culverts—now
crime-filled and dangerous by his reckoning—
and transplant its essence, its people, into a
welcoming, modern, urban, market-dominated
garden of sorts—designed by mutual consent,
of course, and dominated by entrepreneurs
thriving at the hearts of their communities and
neighborhoods.
While the candidate elucidated no

concrete plans to come up with the feria
needed to manifest infrastructure-related
capital improvement projects, he’s certain
about what his business instincts tell him, and
you can tell he’s mulling the capital part over
extensively. This city does have great market
potential, it always has and Davis recognizes
this fact. In that subtle acknowledgment he
was clear that this city needs bold plans and
aggressive action to bring it back from the
brink; to reach its potential and reap the
awaiting “cash crop,” Davis says we need to
look to business innovators who have already
found a measure of success here in the high
desert. The way he tells it, the growth is
inevitable if city leaders get organized, get
communicative, get committed.
Easy-going, well-spoken on policy and

generally earnest in demeanor, Davis met with
Weekly Alibi on Friday, March 17, to discuss his
candidacy. This is some of what he said, the
beginning part as it were, as the cameras rolled
on our second in a series of interviews with
Burque’s mayoral hopefuls. August March
conversed with him about business, economic
development, ART, the police and being
Republican in the age of Trump, in case you
want to know.

The whole enchilada, a 42 minute video interview
captured by the geniuses at Field and Frame, is
available for your perusal at alibi.com.

Weekly Alibi: Dan, for our readers that
may be unfamiliar with you, please say
a little about yourself. Tell us why you
should be the next mayor and what
process you went through to come to
that decision?
Dan Lewis: Sure. I run a company in
Albuquerque. It’s called Desert Fuels; we
employ 24 people in the city of Albuquerque.
I’ve also started two other companies in the
city, companies that are doing well. So I’m an
entrepreneur; I’ve led Desert Fuels for six
years, it’s one of the fastest growing companies
in Albuquerque, one of the largest revenue-
generating companies in the state. We’re
headquartered here [in Albuquerque]; we’ve
created jobs here, in Albuquerque.
My wife Tracy ... teaches for APS. My kids

both go to the University of New Mexico,
they graduated from Cibola High School. I’ve
pastored a church here, called SolRio Church,
and I’ve been on the City Council for going
on eight years now. I was elected in 2009 and
represent the northwest part of Albuquerque.
I’ve fought hard, over the years, for the

kinds of things that put people first. [Policies]
that really care for the people of this city. It’s
people first, then neighborhoods and then the
businesses that create the jobs in this city that
we support. 
I’m running for mayor because I believe we

can change this city. Our city, right now has
been described as dangerous. In fact, we’ve

been defined by criminals right now; 5,000
auto thefts in the city last year, half of them
were stolen by repeat offenders. We’ve been
one continuous crime scene here, lately. But I
believe we can change it; we don’t have to
accept an unhealthy status quo.

Okay. I wanna follow up. You imply it’s
gonna be a small business focus to
your mayoral tenure and that you’re
gonna emphasize a sort of
entrepreneurial spirit to bring back
jobs and revive the economy here. Am
I close to the mark on that?
Absolutely. There are 18,000 businesses
headquartered here in Albuquerque. Eighty
percent of those are considered small
businesses; small businesses create 80 percent
of the jobs in this city. We have to help small
businesses be able to thrive. We have to have a
city government that’s a platform for them to
thrive. Meaning that we want a planning
department, we want a city government, to
serve small businesses, not the other way
around.

How is this job creation mission, which
is going to happen through small
business ... a growing sense of
entrepreneurial spirit and
ownership—how is that going to
change the [cultural] dynamic?
I’m going to accelerate our entrepreneurial
ecosystem. I want young people in this city—
and some of them are thinking about having a
better opportunity in Phoenix, or someplace
else and I don’ blame them for that, I’ve
thought that way too—to hear me when I say
to them that the best opportunities for them,
in this country, are going to be right here in
Albuquerque. If you choose to leave, you are
going to miss out on a city that is on the rise.
... I want to tell businesses that are looking

at Albuquerque that this is a safe city to do
business in. We’re going to put 1,200 officers
on the streets ... With the cities that have that
kind of [staffing], proactive policing becomes
possible.

Something that approaches
community policing?
Absolutely. Community policing means there’s
an officer there in those neighborhoods [that
really need it].

And then trust develops. Wow, that
would be a huge change!
That’s right. a

PHOTO COURTESY DAN LEWIS FOR MAYOR



rejected a bill to allow neighborhoods or
businesses to create “community solar gardens”
that would expand the issue of distributed solar.
A bill to reinstate the state’s solar tax credit
failed this year. The credit expired in 2016 after
a veto by Martinez.

But there were a few successes. Sen. Jeff
Steinborn’s bill to put solar panels on state
buildings passed, as did a bill banning the
trafficking of rare and protected wildlife. Both
of those bills are headed to the governor’s desk. 

Abortion Legislation Fails in
Committee

This year saw the defeat of re-occurring bills
to restrict abortion access. These included
measures to require minors to inform their
parents or guardians that they are getting an
abortion, ban abortion procedures on women
who are 20 months or more into their
pregnancy, and require doctors and medical
practitioners to perform emergency
resuscitation on “born alive” infants. 

Each of these measures failed in the House
Consumer and Public Affairs Committee after
long hearings. Democrats on the committee
largely kept silent during debates but held a
majority in the committee and were able to
vote the bills down.

NEWS | ROUNDHOUSE ROUNDUP

BY NM POLITICAL REPORT

A
fter the 2017 general legislative session
adjourned, Gov. Susana Martinez vowed to
veto any tax increases and to call legislators

back to the Roundhouse for a special session
soon to redo the budget. 

Democrats said their package would avoid
any further cuts to education, which has seen
several slashes in recent years because of
declining revenue to the state. They also said
the state had enough money to stave off a
government shutdown until July.

In a post-session press conference, Martinez
blamed lawmakers, saying some “failed to do
their jobs this session.” Her tone capped a tense
few days between her office and the Legislature. 

Veto Standoff
In the final week, Martinez unleashed a

string of vetoes without any explanation,
including a bill to allow the growth of industrial
hemp and a bill to let local governments pay for
the expansion of broadband.

Some legislators challenged the legitimacy
of her vetoes, saying she vetoed some bills after
a three-day deadline, so the bills automatically
became law. 

Some legislators also contend that when
Martinez didn’t provide a written explanation
of why she rejected the bills, she violated the
state constitution. A court would likely have to
address whether the vetoes are valid.

Martinez vetoed a bill that would have let
teachers take their allotted 10 days of sick leave
before it would impact their evaluations. The
Senate voted on whether to override the veto,
marking the first time either legislative chamber
had done so during Martinez’s tenure. The veto
override attempt failed in the House on a party-
line vote, with Republicans taking the side of
Martinez, who is also a Republican.

Not a Green Year
This wasn’t a standout year for

environmental legislation. Two high-profile
bills, one to improve oversight of the New
Mexico Interstate Stream Commission’s
spending and another to give the state back its
ability to fine oil and gas companies that pollute
water, died in the Senate Finance Committee. 

A bill to ban coyote killing contests passed
the Senate but didn’t make it to the floor of the
House in time for a vote. And the Legislature

2017 Legislative Session
Summary

Politics as usual, small steps forward

Bills to expand access to contraception and
reproductive health services didn’t fare much
better. Near the beginning of the session,
Democrats held a press conference to unveil
three bills with the support of reproductive
rights organizations like Planned Parenthood
and Young Women United. 

Only one, a bill to require workplaces to
provide “reasonable accommodations” to
pregnant workers, made it to the governor’s
desk, and actually received the support of some
Republicans. Another that would have
preserved contraception access provisions in the
federal Affordable Care Act passed out of the
House but never made it to the Senate floor.
The third bill, which would have prohibited
religiously affiliated hospitals to deny
reproductive health services to women, didn’t
make it out of the Senate.

Cannabis
This year was also not monumental in terms

of making moves towards legalizing cannabis.
But a handful of bills, including Rep. Bill
McCamley’s Cannabis Revenue and Freedom
Act, gained some traction this year. The Mesilla
Park Democrat has long said it’s important to
keep the conversation open in case New
Mexico elects a governor more prone to
legalization. This year, though, the bill stalled
in a Democratic-chaired committee. 

Two bills to allow the growth of industrial
hemp bills made it to Martinez’s desk. She
vetoed both without explanation.

A third industrial hemp bill made it to
Martinez’s desk. The bill sponsored by Rep.
Nate Gentry, R-Albuquerque, is reportedly a
watered-down version of previous hemp bills
that Martinez staffers said she was more prone
to sign. 

LGBTQ
One high-profile LGBTQ bill landed on

Martinez’s desk. The bill would ban conversion
therapy for minors. Sen. Jacob Candelaria, D-
Albuquerque, sponsored the bill. Candelaria
was the first openly gay member of the
Legislature.

Another bill to allow transgender people to
change the gender on their birth certificate
passed the House, but not after some mocking
questions from some legislators.

More at:
NMpoliticalreport.com a
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Dear Gabacho: All’s fair in love and
etymology, son! Gabachos don’t realize how
pinche hard it is to learn how to speak English.
The Oxford English Dictionary currently has
171,476 words in its Second Edition that it
categorizes as “current use” (and this is not
including tenses and obsolete words) while the
Real Academia Española estimates about

100,000. That said, Mexicans do learn
how to speak English, if slowly:
A 2016 study by the Migration
Policy Institute (MPI) showed
69 percent of Mexican
immigrants “reported limited
English proficiency [LEP],
compared to 50 percent of all
immigrants.” That might
seem high, but compare that
to another immigrant group
that came from similar poverty:
Vietnamese. The MPI showed

67 percent of Vietnamese report
LEP, but I don’t hear people freaking

out about them. Maybe because they
historically voted Republican?

Dear Mexican: Years ago, in response to
some political bullshit heaved by Shrubya
and his ignoble Cabal of Curs, I remember
seeing long lines of people outside Mexican
consular offices waiting to get a Matricula
Consular card. I know matricula means
“enrollment” but what exactly was the
purpose of the cards? And why was it so
important that people would stand in line all
day to get one? P.S. #fucktrump

—Gringo Wants to Play Bingo

Dear Gabacho: You said it, loco. All those
cards do are serve as a form of ID for
undocumented folks that allow them to do
everything from open bank accounts to buy
alcohol at clubs to apply for a driver’s license
in certain states. Know Nothings, of course,
take the document as further proof Mexico is
trying to Reconquista the United States,
which is kinda like realizing you’re on fire only
when the flames expose your ulna.  a

Ask the Mexican at themexican@askamexican.net.
Be his fan on Facebook. Follow him on Twitter
@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: The other day, I witnessed
a young gordita retrieve a bag of Fritos,
open it, then walk over to the chili

station and pump in two steaming piles of 7-
11 chili into the bag. At that point the Frita
Bandita then shook the bag and started
comer those nasty, now-hot,
chili-soaked Fritos. Needless
to say, I was appalled. And
enfermo. Why not just buy
a bag of Chili Cheese
Fritos? Do most
Mexicans shamelessly
mangle foodstuffs like
this? What other foul
comida are Mexicans
shoving past their
mustaches?

—Señor Roast

Dear Gabacho: You mean chili billies?
The first time I had chili ladled over Fritos or
tortilla chips was at Sage Park in Anaheim
during my time riding the bench for the La
Palma Little League Senior Minor division.
Gabachos went crazy for the dish; us Mexicans
shrugged, bought a bag of Fritos, and drowned
it in Tapatío. Twenty-five years later, we pour
Tapatio on Tapatío-flavored Doritos—and?
Spare me your mock shock: the most famous
dishes buried under chili, the Coney Island
dog and Cincinatti chili five way (spaghetti,
chili, cheese, onions, and beans) are favorites
of poor gabachos in the South and Midwest.
They’re great dishes, and fulfill the working-
class dream of filling your gut for cheap and
offending precious pendejos like yourself.

Dear Mexican: The sentiment among most
US citizens is that new Mexican arrivals in
the US of A should immediately learn to
speak English (the least that they could do).
How easy would that be for the Mexicans?
Would it be easier for us to learn to speak
Spanish? Are there more Spanish words than
English words? Is it fair to even ask that
question?

—Tongue Tied Gringo

OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!
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LOCAL ROCKS
I read a recent review that said Jenna Dunlap’s debut recording was “sweet,”
with “wistful vocals.” Nothing could be further from the truth. Dunlap—who was
recorded by Cinder Cone Media’s wizard of an engineer Howard Wulkan for her
first studio outing, Out of My Head—is dynamic and thoughtful, with a
rumbling, tumbling vocal nuance and muscular musical style that is equal
parts Sheryl Crow and Regina Spektor, mixed in with the sometimes plaintive
but always hopeful observations of youth transitioning into adulthood. Her
voice resonates and she has a great finger-picking style too, knowingly finding
chords and arrangements that complement her intense and intelligent vocal
treatments. Jenna Dunlap will be having a free CD release party for Out of My
Head on Saturday, March 25, so you can hear all of that for yourself and
thereby help discourage the use of meaningless musical phrases like “sweet”
and “wistful” while supporting the awesome thing—called local music—itself.
Keith Sanchez & the Moon Theives will provide folk-appropriate support. MONTE
VISTA FIRE STATION 3201 CENTRAL NE, 7PM alibi.com/v/4sy4. (August March) a

KURT TRAVIS WILL SAVE YOUR SOUL
I love Kurt Travis ... I said it! I don’t regret it, either! (Well, I actually hardly
know the man—i.e. not at all—I just love his music.) I know you won’t regret
seeing him at The Co-Op alongside the phenomenal bands Eidola and
Amarrionette this Saturday, March 25, for only $10. Travis was the lead clean
vocalist for notable post-hardcore bands Dance Gavin Dance and A Lot Like
Birds. He has expanded his act as a solo musician producing the dazzlingly
lovely EPs Wha Happen? (2012), Kurt Travis (2013), Everything Is Beautiful
(2014) and the Kurt Travis/Paul Travis Split (2016). Travis creates an acoustic,
atmospheric pop sound combined with wailing, lonesome bluegrass-esque
vocals. In the newest split EP that he made with his brother, the two have
created a delicate mix of Americana, pop and indie rock which is sure to
translate well into this incredible performer’s repertoire. Be sure not to miss
this all-ages show, doors open at 7pm. THE CO-OP 415 CENTRAL AVE., NW, 7PM
alibi.com/v/4s7i. (Megan Reneau) a

EVENT | PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF MARCH 23-29

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY MARCH 23 SATURDAY MARCH 25
SURF IN BURT’S

Surf-style, fuzzed out and formidably feminist pop-punkers T-
Rextasy make an appearance in Albuquerque, at the new
home of all things fearsome and fashionable, Burt’s Tiki
Lounge, on Thursday, March 23. The New York City band—
singer Lyris Faron, guitarists Lena Abraham and Vera Kahn,
under the rhythmic influences of bassist Annie Fidoten and
drummer Ebun Nazon-Power—is known for its arch approach to
the genre, generating pure pop nuggets like last year’s “Gap Yr
Boiz” to deconstruct and decimate a culture they find to be
placid and painstakingly pointless. They’ll be joined on stage
by space rock quartet Mount Ivy and self-described “Seattle-
based sadgirlrock” adherents Emma Lee Toyoda. Hmm, the
more I think about it while considering this show, the more I
imagine that rocanrol is still alive and has a chance against
the forces of the future. Find out for yourself if all of that
fashion-future-forward stuff is la neta by jaunting on over to
Burt’s for this 21+ gig, where its always free to go in and have
a listen to what will most certainly be. BURTS TIKI LOUNGE 515
CENTRAL AVE NW, ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102, 9PM TO 1:30AM alibi.com/v/4sxv.
(August March) a

PAINFUL EATING HABITS
So, I might go to the 7th Annual Spay-ghetti and No Balls Lunch, but I
can’t promise I’ll eat anything. I’ll buy a plate, sure. I mean, the money does
go to benefit Babes and Bullies, who promote spaying and neutering
awareness, and that’s a very important cause. I’ll probably even box the
dinner up and take it home. But something about meat in red sauce
alongside a dinner that has “no balls” in the title is making me queasy.
Swing on by Luigi’s Restaurant this Saturday, March 25, and help spread
the word about sterilizing pets. While you’re there, you can find me in the
corner looking green around the gills. LUIGI’S RESTAURANT & PIZZERIA 6225
FOURTH STREET NW, 11AM TO 2PM alibi.com/v/4swb. (Joshua Lee) a

RIDIN’ DERBY
“They see me rollin’/ They hatin’/ Patrolling
they tryin’ to catch me winnin’ the derby.” On
Saturday, March 25, head over to the
Heights Community Center to catch Duke
City Roller Derby’s season opening matches
at 2pm and 4pm. Witness the athletic
prowess of the Dooms Dames, the Disco
Brawlers and the Marionettes! Tickets are
$8 in advance, $10 at the door and free for
kids (12 and under). Hoo-rah! Block that
jammer! HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CENTER 823 BUENA

VISTA SE, 1:30 TO 6PM alibi.com/v/4qfi. (Renée
Chavez) a

SUGAR AND CAFFEINE—FOR YOUR
HEALTH?

I hear chocolate is good for you. Coffee, too. I suppose I could look it up,
but then I might find something that disputes those wonderful claims, and
I don’t know if I could live with that. Instead, I’ll just keep repeating it while
I eat and drink my weight in the stuff at the Southwest Chocolate and
Coffee Fest. This Saturday and Sunday, March 25 and 26, at the Manuel
Lujan building at Expo NM, the best chocolatiers, coffee roasters, candy
makers, bakers, breweries and wineries will converge to bring you a day of
pure decadence. The kids can keep themselves busy with activities and
face painting while you gorge yourself on live entertainment, cooking
demos and a number of contests that will leave you bloated and begging
for insulin. The festival starts at 10am. Tickets prices start at $10 for
adults. MANUEL LUJAN BUILDING @ EXPO NM 300 SAN PEDRO NE, 10AM TO 6PM
alibi.com/v/4mwi. (Joshua Lee) a

SUNDAY MARCH 26

THIS MUST BE THE PACE
Find your spandex and tighten your laces for Sunday’s Safari
Run, to be held at UNM’s north golf course. This run comes in
several varieties—a 1k for kids and a 5k or 8k for adults. What
makes the race stand out from the pack is where the entry
fees will be channeled. In this case, all the cash supports
Global Health Partnerships, a nonprofit organization that
provides medical and other humanitarian aid to rural
communities in Kenya. This fun run for a good cause kicks off
at 8:30am with a $10-$35 buy in. UNM NORTH GOLF COURSE
2201 TUCKER NE, 8:30AM TO NOON alibi.com/v/4ssn. (Maggie Grimason) a

A-C-C-O-M-P-L-I-S-H-E-D
Join fellow orthographists beginning at 6pm for the The Brew
Bee at Boese Brothers Brewery this Thursday, March 23, and
raise money for the Children’s Grief Center. In case you don’t
know—the Children’s Grief Center helps kids who have lost a
loved one cope in a healthy way for free. All the proceeds
collected from the spellers will go to the center as well as $1
from every pint purchased during the night. The event will be
split into two rounds (one round is already full, and the second
is filling up fast so sign up soon!) with a maximum of 25
participants per round. Participants pay $5 to enter the
competition. For each phase of the round, those who misspell
the given words as chosen by the judges can pay $1 to respell
a word. The winner will receive prizes from Rude Boy Cookies
and a $25 gift card from Boese Brothers Brewery. To learn
more about the services provided by the Children’s Grief
Center, contact their office at (505) 323-0478. Godspeed!
BOESE BROTHERS BREWING 601 GOLD SW, 6 TO 7PM alibi.com/v/4syh. (Rini
Grammer) a
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* GET YOUR DREAM SYSTEM TODAY! * Proof of qualifying employment and local banking history required.  Trans-
action amount limited. Other conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

AUDIO EXPRESS! Lowest Installed Price In Town! Every Time! Fully installed new product
from a local authorized dealer

Unless otherwise limited, prices are good through Tuesday following publication date. Installed price
offers are for product purchased from Audio Express installed in factory-ready locations. Custom work
at added cost. Kits, antennas and cables additional. Added charges for shop supplies and environmen-
tal disposal where mandated. Illustrations similar. Video pictures may be simulated. Not responsible for
typographic errors. Savings off MSRP or our original sales price, may include install savings.
Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Details, conditions and restrictions of manufacturer pro-
motional offers at respective websites. Price match applies to new, non-promotional items from autho-
rized sellers; excludes “shopping cart” or other hidden specials. © 2017, Audio Express.

Se habla
Espanol!

FREE LAYAWAY

More Bargains: www.audioexpress.com!

Mid-Town
1105 San Mateo NE

265-8133 Lomas

S
an

 M
at

eo

HOURS
Mon. - Sat.

9 AM - 7 PM
Sunday

Noon - 5 PM

Northwest
9231 Coors NW

899-3584

Paseo del Norte

Coo
rs

It’s Back-Seat Entertainment Time!
Stream From

Phone To
Screen!

$4999
Value Price

Save More When
We Install It!

Wireless 
interface to any

monitor with
HDMI input!

Phones
and monitor
for illustration, 
not included.

Phone for illustration, Not included.

Wireless
Video

From Phone!
Screencasting
on 13.3” flip-
down video
monitor. Also
plays DVD. IR
and FM output
for headsets. 

$44999
Save $250*

Save More When
We Install It!

Add A Rear Camera, Just $29 With purchase of
either package

Video Front & Back!Video Front & Back!

$34999
Save $100*

Save More When
We Install It!

1-or 2-DIN
in-dash
DVD

Big 11” flip down
rear monitor

Are You Ready For GREAT Weather And Some Real FUN?
Now’s the time to get your motorcycle, boat or off-road vehicle ready for a summer of action!
Lights! Sounds! Cameras and lots more! We have the right products and years of experience. 

$32999
Save $130*

Save More When
We Install It!

$29999
Save $130*

Save More When
We Install It!

End Blind Spots!

Weapons For Road Warriors!

Security Or Remote Start!
Side Cameras

Integrated With
Your Screen Plus

Rear Camera!
Camera and interface module
give you lane-change assist
in your dash monitor or mirror.

Add In-Mirror or Free-Standing Monitor … $11999! When you purchase
blind spot package.

Mirror
With
Front

& Rear
Cameras!

Built-in front camera and included rear camera display on a big, bright
5.5” split-screen monitor in factory replacement mirror. DVR recorder
captures everything for future viewing. Drive safely and confidently.

$19999
Save $50*

Save More When
We Install It!

$29999
Save $50*

Save More When
We Install It!

Camera
And More!

Radar Alert
Cuts Falses!

HD recording in any light!
Parking protection mode.

Fully  programmable!
Full range coverage.

Light Bars And Light 
Cubes For Every Highway 
& Off-Road Application!

LED Headlights
For Better

Night Vision!

$9999
From

Save More When
We Install It!

Get a real high-end look
on any vehicle plus more
safety on darkest nights.

For RZR’s, Rock Crawlers & More!

$27999
Save $80*

Save More When
We Install It!

Four Cameras
Mounted Where 
You Want Them!

Really see the challenge! Mount
cameras on front, back, top, bottom
or sides. Select your view with mini
toggle switches. Includes 4-camera
interface and choice of cameras.

$10999
Your

Choice

Save More When
We Install It!

Some vehicles require specific
interface modules at additional cost

Alarm
With

Starter
Kill!

Remote
Start!
Heater
Relay!

Complete system
gives you peace of 
mind with shock sensor and 
two keychain remote controllers.

2 remotes. Up
to 2,500 foot 
range. Diesel
compatible 



THURSDAY MARCH 23
KIDS
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Hora de Cuentos:
Bilingual Preschool Storytime. Bilingual storytelling for
preschoolers. Parents or caregivers must remain with their child.
1701 Fourth Street SW. 10-11am. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/4svl.

LEARN
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Community Forest. Learn about many
environmental, economic and social benefits that community
trees provide, the tools to use at home to estimate your own
tree’s ecosystem benefits and more. 9521 Rio Grande NW.
7-8:30pm. 314-0398. alibi.com/v/4rcd.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Thursday Birders.
Walk the grounds and nearby bosque looking for late winter birds
with Sara Jayne Cole of Central New Mexico Audubon. Registration
recommended. 6500 Coors NW. 9am-noon. 897-8831.
alibi.com/v/4rv7.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Healthy Love.
Gain deep insights into the nature of love and attachment with
Buddhist wisdom. 142 Monroe NE. $10. 7-8:30pm. 292-5293.
alibi.com/v/4spb.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Flamenco Fit and
Fabulous. Introduction to an adult flamenco experience. No
experience necessary. 1620 Central SE. 6-7pm. 242-7600.
alibi.com/v/4o60.

FRIDAY MARCH 24
NATIVO LODGE SmartSpider Monthly Mixer. Meet new people,
schmooze with old friends and learn how to plan for business
secession, business insurance concerns and best practices for
business taxes. 6000 Pan American NE. 4:30-7pm. 507-0880.
alibi.com/v/4oug.

LEARN
HARWOOD ART CENTER Death and the Art of Dying: The Karmic
Bardo of Becoming. Learn the teachings and meditations for
everything you need to know to make the journey into the afterlife
with confidence. 1114 Seventh Street NW. $175-$195. 7-1pm.
242-6367. alibi.com/v/4oq2.

SATURDAY MARCH 25
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL
BALLOON MUSEUM Ballooning for All. Includes 15 balloons,
several being handicapped accessible, a resource fair for the
special needs community, performances by special needs dance
groups, food trucks and more. 9201 Balloon Museum NE.
7-11am. 768-6045. alibi.com/v/4s91.

KIDS
ALAMEDA OPEN SPACE TRAIL Taste of Tinkergarten. Kids enjoy
an expert-designed play scenario, allowing children to explore,
problem solve, communicate, collaborate and create together.
Registration is required. 1300 Alameda NW. 9-10:15am.
344-6582. alibi.com/v/4psc.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE GARDEN CENTER Plant It, They Will Come.
Certified beekeeper Lu Lu Sage speaks about different pollinators,
the plants that provide the nectar and the habitats that help
sustain them. 10120 Lomas NE. 10-11:30am. 296-6020.
alibi.com/v/4rbm.

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Protecting Song
Birds at Home. Make a simple reflective installation, create a
unique hand-crafted bird curtain and gain skills to protect and
preserve local bird populations. Bring the measurements of the
windows in your home. 6500 Coors NW. 10am-noon. 897-8831.
alibi.com/v/4rvg.

CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Solar Energy and You. Mark Gaiser demys-
tifies solar energy, explaining the technology and available tax
breaks. 6901 Barstow NE. 1-2:30pm. 768-5170. alibi.com/v/4rd4.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Successful Tomato Growing. Master
gardner and tomato farmer Peter Sinanian shares tips and tricks
for a successful tomato crop in the desert. 3407 Juan Tabo NE.
2-3pm. 768-5170. alibi.com/v/4rd3.

THE SOURCE Introduction to Flower Essences. Learn about flower
essences to treat stress, fatigue, depression, fear and many other
types of imbalances, which can eventually affect physical health.
1111 Carlisle SE. $55. 10am-2pm. alibi.com/v/4qht.

Calendar | Community

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CENTER Duke City Roller Derby Season
Opener. The Dooms Dames take on the Disco Brawlers.
823 Buena Vista SE. $0-$10. 1:30-6pm. alibi.com/v/4qfi.
See Event Horizon.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Flamenco Fit and Fabulous.
1620 Central SE. 9-10am. See 3/23 listing.

SUNDAY MARCH 26
LEARN
ST. ANDREW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH The Albuquerque Forum
on Faith and Politics. Public conversations on critical issues at
the intersection of faith and politics. Begins with a panel discussion,
followed by small group conversations and ways to take action.
5301 Ponderosa NE. 3-5pm. 881-9626. alibi.com/v/4shn.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Family Fun Days. Crafts, outdoor activ-
ities and experiments offered to deepen knowledge of the natural
world. 9521 Rio Grande NW. 1-5pm. 314-0398. alibi.com/v/4skx.

UNM NORTH GOLF COURSE Safari Run. Kids race a 1k while
adults participate in a 5k or run in an 8k. The run benefits
non-profit Global Health Partnerships, an organization that
provides medical care and humanitarian aid to the poor in
rural Kenya with local community support. 2201 Tucker NE.
$10-$35. 8:30am-noon. 350-5920. alibi.com/v/4ssn. See
Event Horizon.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE VIPASSANA CENTER Meditation Gathering.
200 Rosemont NE. Donations encouraged. 6:30-8pm. See 3/23
listing.

GUTIERREZ-HUBBELL HOUSE Medicinal Plants and Changing
Landscapes of Central New Mexico. Discuss the properties of
some common healing herbs in the area and sample a few herbal
remedies. 6029 Isleta SW. 1-2pm. 314-0398. alibi.com/v/4rce.

OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Yoga with a View. A guided yoga
class in a unique setting overlooking 18 acres of agricultural
fields. All abilities and levels welcome. 6500 Coors NW. $5-$15.
8:30-10am. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/4pfq.

MONDAY MARCH 27
SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Santa Fe Native American
Week. Celebrate with traditional dances, guest speakers, arts
and crafts fair, and more. Go online to see full list of events and
times. alibi.com/v/4sjs. Also, Tax Assistance. 6401 Richards.
8:30am-5:30pm. See 3/23 listing. 428-1285.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ST. THOMAS OF CANTERBURY CHURCH Silent Meditation Group.
One hour of silence for meditators of strong determination.
425 University NE. 6pm. 450-3409. alibi.com/v/4fii.

TUESDAY MARCH 28
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Local Business Start-up Success. Trish
Lopez, CEO of Teeniors, speaks on the process of beginning a
business in Albuquerque and New Mexico’s support network for
business owners. 6901 Barstow NE. 6-7:30pm. 768-5170.
alibi.com/v/4rd8.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Santa Fe Native American
Week. See 3/27 listing.

KIDS
HYDER PARK Taste of Tinkergar ten. 700 Richmond SE.
3:15-4:30pm. See 3/25 ALAMEDA OPEN SPACE TRAIL listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Flamenco Fit and Fabulous.
1620 Central SE. 6-7pm. See 3/23 listing.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 29
CANVAS ARTISTRY KITCHEN MUSIC ART BAR Indivisible Nob
Hill Weekly Meeting. Progressive precinct training to energize the
community and inject the State Democratic Party with an active
and conscientious, progressive voice. 3120 Central SE.
5:30-6:30pm. 350-3323. alibi.com/v/4pxc.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Santa Fe Native American
Week. See 3/27 listing. Also, Tax Assistance. 6401 Richards.
8:30am-5:30pm. See 3/23 listing.

KIDS
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL
BALLOON MUSEUM Music in the Sky. Movement, music, stories
and art for ages 0-3 and their adult companions. 9201 Balloon
Museum NE. Noon-2:30pm. 768-6020. alibi.com/v/4rwg.

Compiled by Megan Reneau and Taylor Grabowsky. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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feature | GardeninG

Captain Caveman’s Garden Guide
“In the spring, at the end of the day, you should smell like dirt.”

BY AUGUST MARCH

This brief overview of household gardening in
the Albuquerque area wasn’t really written
by a caveman or a cartoon depiction of a

caveman from days of yore. It’s not the story of
someone who was saved by other cartoon
depictions—modeled after an all-woman
detective team popular on the teevee of that
faraway age—from a cold, ice-bound life which
one supposes lacked a garden as well.
In fact, I was just trying to rouse you from

hibernation by using funny language; planting
time approaches and we here at Weekly Alibi
hope that you are awake and alert as spring
begins to flutter about. The guide that follows
has nothing to do with Captain Caveman. That’s
a good thing because the dude always went
descalzo, something you don’t want to do when
gardening. In fact, later on in this guide, I was
going to suggest you get a hardy pair of boots in
which to engage your own version of suburban
farming.
I know that seems counterintuitive and I

know one of the reasons you wanna do this is just
to feel that good old earth pressing against the
soles of los pies, but there’ll be plenty of time for
that. So, I’ll go ahead and get that out of the way.
If you want to start a garden, get some decent
boots, first.
Next, as long before planting time as is

convenient, begin observing and analyzing the
weather, both in the daytime and at night. Keep
a log of the high temperatures and the lows,
record all precipitation, note when the sun rises
and sets, how the wind proceeds and from what
direction. At night, check out the procession of
the moon, the movements of the planets and the
glittery winking of the stars. Try to keep all the
resulting data organized; begin looking for
patterns. Sharpening you powers of observation
with regard to the natural world and its cyclic
processes will become an important skill as the
season progresses and your garden grows.
Then, before the last freeze, begin

investigating the ground. Based on your previous
observations, select a plot of land that meets the
following coincidental parameters: Sunny, level,
demonstrating good drainage, at least 100 square
feet in size for beginning tillers of the soil,
accessible to water sources.
The soil is notoriously sandy, clay-bound and

rocky in this high desert part of Mother Earth, so
you will next need to consider and implement a
plan for enriching the soil in the plot of land you
have chosen to make your garden in.
If you’ve done this before, you probably have

a compost station to accomplish the nutritional
supplementation goals of your little farm. If not,
then you have other options, but this step is an
essential part of having a successful garden in
Albuquerque.
Making compost requires a durable container,

a pitchfork, a compost thermometer and the
ability to repeatedly turn and churn a collection

of moisture, green waste (eg. fresh leaves and
plant/tree matter, coffee grounds, food waste—
but no meat, fish or dairy because that attracts
dogs, raccoons, et cetera) and brown waste
(shredded newspaper made with soy ink, like
Weekly Alibi, wood chips, dry leaves and dead
plant/tree products) daily, until the whole lot
decomposes into a dark, dry soil that is full of
nutrients.
That is a naturally occurring process that uses

aeration, oxidation and the bio-mechanical
energy generated by your arms and
aforementioned pitchfork to do its job. This
breaking down of materials usually takes a few
months, so that’s why it’s important to have the
process in place well before planting time.
Without compost you’re going to have to move
ahead with other options.
The dense, nutrient-poor soil here in Burque

can be fortified by adding good dirt to your lot.
You can’t just pour it over what you’ve been left
with however. It all has to be mixed together.
First, use a sturdy shovel to plow up or turn all
the soil in your soon-to-be garden. This means
digging down about 12 inches with the shovel
and turning the the soil out, shovel-full by
shovel-full until the whole area is done. Be
prepared: This is moderately hard work so take
your time and avoid straining your back muscles.
You can soak the soil the night before to make
the task easier if you wish. There’s also this thing
I heard tell of, it’s called the rototiller. Works
wonders if you are so inclined.
After you’ve accurately calculated the area of

the land you just dug up, take a trip to any
number of home improvement stores, Walmart or

your neighborhood nursery to buy the requisite
amount of nutrient-rich earth. Sphagnum peat
moss works great, but it’s relatively expensive. It
should be mixed with an aggregate to help
preserve moisture; that stuff is called vermiculite
or perlite. For heavy clay soil, the standard
recommendation is to use one part soil with three
parts sphagnum peat moss with two parts coarse
aggregate such as perlite or vermiculite. For
medium textured soil (silt loam or sandy clay
loam), use two parts soil with three parts
sphagnum peat with two parts coarse aggregate.
Top soil and cow manure are also products

that consumers can buy by the bagful to make
their gardening experiences more fruitful. Take
your good dirt home and lovingly and thoroughly
mix it into the ground you have recently dug, in
a 1-1 ratio, then soak the plot again and wait a
day or two.
When you’ve got the dirt at your beck and

call, before planting time, install a reliable
irrigation system. Water’s at a premium here in
the desert, so besides picking desert-friendly,
traditionally sown crops, find an irrigation system
that is economical and water-wise. Drip irrigation
systems help keep the soil soaked and fertile, but
if all you have is a 50 foot length of hose, make
sure you use it dilligently, filling the furrows twice
a day via that hose pipe, if necessary.
Use the time you’ve got now to consider the

crops you might grow. Here in the Land of
Enchantment, I’ve generally stuck to fruits and
vegetables that have demonstrably (historically)
done well on this part of the globe and that I’ve
had some success with too. They include: chile
peppers, squash, beans, tomatoes, corn and

melons. You may also want to consider eggplants
(related to tomatoes) or potatoes too.
If you choose peppers, tomatoes or eggplants,

these should be started indoors using small
planting cups. Seeds should be planted indoors
about six weeks before the last frost (the Old
Farmer’s Almanac says this day will be probably be
no later than April 16 in Albuquerque, and
planting time for peppers, tomatoes and eggplants
is in late April through the middle of May).
During the two weeks between last frost and

planting time, harden off your seedlings; that is
prepare them for outdoor life by making a gradual
transition to the moment the transplant takes
place. Acclimatize the seedlings so that they
thrive—reduce indoor time and light, expose
them to the outdoor weather during the day, until
they are basically living outside, albeit in their
pots—but also remember that rooting hormone
works wonders in making the transition’s
outcome positive.
Seeds left outside to germinate (corn, beans,

melons, squash) should be planted in loose,
aerated, rich soil with good drainage, a
reasonable pH, plenty of light and a pre-
established irrigation system (drip is best, most
cost efficient). 
The Farmers’ Almanac has maintained for

centuries that the moon is important to planting,
whether indoor or outdoor. Specifically the book
instructs to plant seeds for root vegetables as well
as flowering bulbs, biennial and perennial flowers
while the moon is waning; seeds for annuals and
plants that bear fruit above ground must be
planted while the moon waxes in order to
achieve their full potential.
Now, if you’ve followed this guide to its end

you may now be standing on or nearby a plot of
land at the very beginning of spring in
Albuquerque in the year 2017, figuring out what
you gotta do to get to that point beyond the text
where stuff starts to grow, insects become pesky,
chile pods become plentiful and your hardwork
pays off gloriously, lushly. Well this is it:
Go inside and turn off the cartoons; heck

disconnect the whole damn teevee, you won’t be
needing it for the next six months. Get yourself a
good shovel, a pitchfork, a sturdy pair of overalls
and gloves, boots that are comfortable and
waterproof, a bound notebook and all the
gardening implements you can find or afford. You
probably don’t want to bring your smart phone or
tablet along because they will likely and
inevitably get clogged up with mud and dirt.
Then pick up a copy of the Farmers’ Almanac and
become familiar with the practices described
therein while also perusing as many seed catalogs
and local nurseries as you can, searching for what
you will grow. Then, get your land ready before it
gets too late.
We’ll update readers with growing techniques

and anecdotal data on the web as planting time
approaches at the end of next month.
And remember, in this business, time is of the

essence but a good old homegrown platter of
calbacitas backed up with a root cellar filled with
produce at harvest time is even better, sabes? a

ILLUSTRATION BY VALERIE SERNA
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Bring this ad to the NM  Home Remodeling & Landscape Show 
at  the  Santa  Ana  Star  Center,  Rio  Rancho,  Mar.  25th 
and 26th for a free energy conservation gift. [ali]



BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

U
nsuppressed by the concrete poured over
them, fierce desert weeds curled out of the
sidewalk cracks beneath our feet as

Argentine muralist and street artist Pastel and
I ambled down Second Street in the direction
of coffee under the freak intensity of an early
March sun. Over the course of our walk, we
almost made the total distance between the
two murals Pastel has painted on large
swatches of buildings Downtown, one at the
Sanitary Tortilla Factory and the other at the
Tower Building (the decades-old brick and
metal structure on Marquette and Second
Street, once an icehouse, then a warehouse,
then a radio station, now soon-to-be artist
studios and apartments). Pastel was born and
raised in Buenos Aires and even went to
school there for architecture, but has spent the
better part of the last several years traveling,
and in each new destination decorating the
city’s walls with large-scale botanical murals
that throw tiny, often ignored native plants
into stark relief against the man-made
environment. It is a language transcribed onto
an urban palette, and across Pastel’s body of
work, it is evidenced as truly his own. 

“First I started painting just for fun, like
graffiti,” Pastel explained, tidily dispatching a
double shot of espresso on a very brief break
from work (both of these massive murals had
to be completed in about two weeks). “Then, I
studied architecture … but I never wanted to
be a regular architect, I’m not so interested in
constructions. I think there are already too
many constructions in cities. … So, I started
to mix ... architecture concepts [with] what it
means to paint on the streets, and I realized
that was the way I wanted to make
architecture. That’s when I started to paint.”
He quit the architecture firm where he had
been working and began to paint in earnest.
He has since put murals up all over the
world—throughout South, North and Central
America, across Europe, in Australia and in

ARTS | culTuRe Shock

The Beauty of Wild Weeds
Colossal botanical murals flourish Downtown

COMIC REVIEW
BY DESMOND FOX

Southeast Asia (for those counting, that only
leaves Africa and Antarctica before Pastel has
worked on every continent). Though he
undeniably has some clout to be boastful of, he
is unabashedly humble—pointing out that he
just paints the weeds that grow in the sidewalk
cracks and uses the colors that he sees in the
landscape around him. Every time I
complimented his work, his serious expression
transformed into an honest-to-god, genuine
smile as he answered with a polite, maybe
even slightly embarrassed, “Thank you.” 

The murals Pastel is creating in
Albuquerque depict flowering indigenous
species like artemesia and aloysia, so I asked
the obvious question: “Why plants?” He
looked out the window for beat. “That is the
best question,” he offered, before pausing for
another long interval, eyes trained on the
parking lot and gray cityscape outside. “When
I started to make architecture … I started to
understand that there are many hidden actors
all around,” he began. “Like graffiti is a social
actor … the color is an actor, because it is
changing [the landscape]. … In cities, human
developers are trying to make everything neat
and pour concrete all over, but they are doing
it in a bad way, they always make mistakes and
there appear some breaks, and plants start to
grow. It is like a reflection of the wrong way
that modern cities and societies are growing.
… These little plants are still social actors, but
super quiet, because no one is paying
attention.” The solution: put them on a scale
that everyone will notice, though he is quick
to point out that he is not always attracted to
working in such a colossal scope and has every
belief that the smallest canvas can disrupt and
inspire, but the scale of the work has to be a
human one. 

The plants aren’t just an assessment of
modern development, they also reflect the
environment back to the city’s people. Pastel
spends a generous amount of time researching
each city he will paint in before he arrives—its
history, people, geography, culture and flora—
and then arrives on-site to observe the wall
and its role in the immediate landscape. “I

think [these] murals … can make the local
identity stronger,” he elaborated. “If you try to
learn as much as you can about a place, you
will know better what it needs. Sometimes it
doesn’t need anything, sometimes there is
some work to do. … but I don’t always think
that the space needs a mural … It’s [about]
being honest with a place.” Pastel used to
describe his work as “urban acupuncture,”
because growing up in a big city, he never
agreed that the only path to progress was to
continue building and to build on a large-
scale. “I always lived among concrete
buildings” he elaborated, and so, he came to
focus on the ignored spaces in between
them—underpasses, empty lots, subway
exits—“maybe they are places without a real
function or identity, but people are living
there or passing by” and by transforming those
spaces, a resonant impact can be made that
reverberates across the cityscape. “I’m happy
to work in that space.” 

The murals—set to be completed by the
time this article goes to print—were created in
anticipation of Cross Pollination, an exhibition
coming soon to 516 ARTS that examines the
critical role of pollinators in the world’s food
supply and also bears weight as a metaphor.
“Nature, the plants, the animals, the
immigrants, the buildings, the city, the urban
landscape, the people who plan it: It is all
cross-pollination,” Pastel, who will also have a
print in the formal exhibition later this year,
mused without failing to recognize how his
own journeys figure into the analogy. “I didn’t
used to take much of a perspective on what I
do. But when I am made to stop and think
about it, it is super strange. Like, traveling and
painting?” He opened his palms in a gesture of
admission to the rare and surprising
opportunities, metaphors and canvases that
life has presented to him, a boy who grew up
wanting to be a soccer player, then an
architect, and now travels to every corner of
the world with the tools of his trade: brushes,
sketches and paint-spattered jeans. “You know
… it is really good.”  a
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Kill or be Killed Vol. 1
BY DESMOND FOX

Dylan is a 28-year-
old grad student. His
roommate is sleeping
with his best friend
(and girl of his
dreams) and he’s
living off the
inheritance of his
deceased father’s
erotic fantasy art.
After a complicated
kiss and an overheard
conversation, Dylan
decides to kill himself.
It’s not the first time
he’s tried, but it is the
first time his life is
saved by a devil with a list of demands. 

The proposal is simple: I saved your life, now
you owe me. To stave off his own bodily collapse
to an inexplicable illness (seemingly caused by the
devil in question), Dylan is charged with the
murder of one human being per month. Here’s the
catch: Each person that he kills will deserve it,
from a Punisher-esque standpoint of moral
relativism. 

Ed Brubaker and Sean Phillips have a knack for
capturing the human condition in their
collaborations. Traditionally, the two weave
complicated yarns full of pulp that showcase the
unlawful underbelly of our fragile world. Criminal
captured our imaginations with a carefully plotted
tale of ceaseless crime. More recently, The Fade
Out took us to a place of passion and movie magic,
as brilliantly realized characters plotted from the
shadows of Golden Age Hollywood. Now, the true
dynamic duo of the comic book industry take us to
the heart of American depression and vigilantism
with Kill or be Killed. 

Dylan himself narrates the story. He’s painfully
aware of his loser status, and more than mindful of
how crazy this all sounds. In a confrontation with
the frightful devil, his arm is broken, meant to
reassure him this is all too real. Even still, in the
pale yellow caption boxes and the space of the
comic’s gutters, Dylan spends each waking
moment questioning the authenticity of his
situation, as well as his fledgling commitment to
vigilante justice. 

Brubaker’s stupefying script accounts for the
real nitty-gritty of vigilantism. Dylan researches
his targets and constantly attempts to reassure
himself of the valiance of his actions. Between
practicing cool things to say when he pulls the
trigger, he’s a sweating mess of guilt and self-pity,
struggling to maintain the reality of his new double
life. 

Tensions run high with his best friend and
dream girl Kira, as Dylan continuously returns
home with new bruises and scars at odd hours of
the night. Each interaction between the two is a
carefully balanced trapeze act of delicately
penned dialogue and masterful levels of nuance.
These golden moments of graphic storytelling are
captured artfully by Sean Phillips’ heavy black
inks, and his utterly human faces, emerging from
the page with subtlety and emotion. 

The story contained in the first volume of Kill
or be Killed is full of subversion, daydreams and
gut-wrenchingly difficult pictures of human
suffering. Dylan’s depression runs parallel to the
narrative, as he recounts failed suicide attempts
and his general feeling of helplessness. Murder
becomes his medication, not unlike how many
actual Americans rely on crutches, such as
substance abuse, to get them through another
tough month. 

Dylan’s self-medication begins with a devil
screaming at him in his dreams. The reader is left
to wonder, alongside the protagonist, whether or
not it was a real experience or an extension of his
apparent mental disease. Before long, Dylan says
“fuck it” and buys a gun. How long do you have
until you say “fuck it” and buy a copy of Kill or be
Killed?  a

Pastel works on the mural at the
Sanitary Tortilla Factory

The new mural, by Argentinian artist Pastel,
at the Sanitary Tortilla Factory

SUZANNE SBARGEVALERIE ROYBAL
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THURSDAY MARCH 23
WORDS
BOESE BROTHERS BREWING The Brew Bee. An adult spelling
bee to benefit the Children’s Grief Center. 601 Gold SW. $5.
6-7pm. 382-7060. alibi.com/v/4syh. See Event Horizon.

ART
UNM ART MUSEUM Heidi Pollard: Call and Response Reception.
A new body of work that examines how Pollard’s legacy continues
to impact artists today. Incorporating original monotypes as well
as hand-cut and painted objects. Runs through 4/29. 1 University
of New Mexico. 5:30-6:30pm. 277-4001. alibi.com/v/4rfw.

STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE Vagrant Variety. Burlesque, comedy, magic,
music and poetry from the best regional performers. 3011 Monte
Vista NE. $20. 7:35pm. 850-2349. alibi.com/v/4sm3.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Tricilco. An engrossing
journey full of unforgettable characters and situations improvised
from a conversation between the cast and the audience at the
beginning of the show. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $18-$24.
8-9:30pm. 414-3738. alibi.com/v/4rhv.

NEW MEXICO HUMANITIES COUNCIL Margaret Sanger: The
Woman Rebel. Learn about the woman who was jailed for opening
a clinic that provided information on birth control. 4115 Silver SE.
6-7pm. 633-7371. alibi.com/v/4sfk.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Sheila Jordan and Alan Pasqua
Quartet. An evening of jazz featuring bassist Darek Oles and
Santa Fe drummer John Trentacosta. 210 Yale SE. $20-$25.
7:30-9:30pm. 268-0044. alibi.com/v/4p94.

TAMMY’S EDGE SALON The Joy of Tease. Learn the art of
burlesque from the master, Joy Coy. 301 Rio Grande NW. $15.
7-8:30pm. 899-4575. alibi.com/v/4smz.

FILM
HILAND THEATER NM Italian Film and Culture Festival. Enjoy live
Italian music, mouthwatering Italian cuisine, wine, special dance
performances and seven of the most highly-acclaimed Italian
films of the last two years. Go online for the full listing.
4800 Central SE. 262-9301. alibi.com/v/4qt9.

FRIDAY MARCH 24
ART
THE ARTISTIC IMAGE 2017 Albuquerque Area Artistic Nude
Photography Show Reception. Featuring the work of 22 local
photographers. Runs through 4/1. 1101 Cardenas NE. 4-8pm.
480-7621. alibi.com/v/4r2e.

DOWNTOWN CONTEMPORARY GALLERY Gallery Nights. A pres-
entation of local art, music, film, fashion, comedy and community
organizations, curated by JP Eaglin. 105 Fourth Street SW.
Donations encouraged. 5-9pm. 363-3870. alibi.com/v/4rdy.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE South Pacific. An epic musical
romance centers on a group of American sailors and navy nurses
stationed in the South Pacific during World War II. 224 San
Pasquale SW. $15-$25. 7:30-9:30pm. 242-4750. alibi.com/v/4pgv.

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY The Island. Two clowns
try to survive on a deserted island. 110 Gold SW. $18-$24.
8-9:30pm. 414-3738. alibi.com/v/4rhx.

SONG & DANCE
CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF ST. JOHN Canto de Las Estrellas:
Celebrating the Music of Enrique Granados. Voices of New Mexico,
Las Cantantes, the choir from the Cathedral of St. John and
pianist, Douglas Riva, commemorate one of Spain’s most influ-
ential composers of the modern period. 318 Silver SW. $0-$35.
7pm. 821-1956. alibi.com/v/4gr5.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Authentic Spanish
cuisine, beverages and flamenco performances. 800 Rio
Grande NW. 8pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/4olw.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Aliento: Fragmentos.
Alice Blumenfeld and Esteban Garza create an intimate, cutting-
edge flamenco experience that includes poetry and spoken word
as well as dance. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $17-$27. 8pm.
724-4771. alibi.com/v/4svp.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts Piano Battle. Paul
Cibis and Andreas Kern bring a unique mix of classical and
popular tunes to the stage as the duo goes head-to-head in an
epic duel. 203 Cornell NE. $20-$49. 8-10pm. 277-9771.
alibi.com/v/4kmf.

ARTS & LIT
CALENDAR

FILM
HILAND THEATER NM Italian Film and Culture Festival.
4800 Central SE. See 3/23 listing.

SATURDAY MARCH 25
ART
UNM ART MUSEUM Lobo Studio Family Workshop: Monotypes
and Cut-Outs. See what is on view in the exhibitions and create
an original monotype. 1 University of New Mexico. 10am-1pm.
277-4001. alibi.com/v/4rfx.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE South Pacific. 224 San
Pasquale SW. $15-$25. 7:30-9:30pm. See 3/24 listing.

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY The Island. $18-$24.
8-9:30pm. See 3/24 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande NW.
8pm. See 3/24 listing.

KIMO THEATRE Dervish. See an icon of traditional Irish music
from County Sligo, Ireland. 423 Central NW. $20-$30. 7:30-10pm.
768-3522. alibi.com/v/4rva.

MAIN LIBRARY Engine. Alejandro Tomás Rodriguez and Robin
Gentien perform their original compositions that move between
Spanish, English and French, and are woven with Latin-American
rhythms and rock dynamics. 501 Copper NW. Noon-1pm.
768-5170. alibi.com/v/4rd6.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Aliento: Fragmentos.
1701 Fourth Street SW. $17-$27. 8pm. See 3/24 listing.

FILM
HILAND THEATER NM Italian Film and Culture Festival.
4800 Central SE. See 3/23 listing.

SUNDAY MARCH 26
WORDS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Storytelling Release Party and
Performance. Elaine Muray performs selections from her work
featured on her highly theatrical storytelling DVD, Embodied and
Enchanted, Physical Tales from Elaine Muray. 4121 Cutler NE.
4-6pm. 400-4123. alibi.com/v/4stg.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Detour New Mexico: Historic Destinations
and Natural Wonders. Brothers Arthur and David Pike discuss and
sign their book on NM’s historical sites that are easily accessible
via detours down obscure backroads and overlooked off-ramps.
5850 Eubank NE. 3-4:40pm. 294-2026. alibi.com/v/4rzw.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Pure Grass. Dr. Bruce Noll presents Walt Whitman’s Leaves of
Grass in dramatic form. 1 University of New Mexico. $10.
4:30-6pm. 277-7407. alibi.com/v/4shg.

ART
SANTA FE COMMUNITY CONVENTION CENTER, Santa Fe Bead
Fest Santa Fe. 201 Marcy. 7:30am-6pm. See 3/23 listing.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE South Pacific. 224 San
Pasquale SW. $15-$25. 2-4pm. See 3/24 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande NW.
6pm. See 3/24 listing.

KIMO THEATRE Music From the Ranch and Open Range. Enjoy
classic, traditional and original cowboy music as musician Steve
Cormier reflects on his nine years as a ranch and farm hand as
well as his 22 year career of teaching American history.
423 Central NW. 2-3pm. 768-3522. alibi.com/v/4su8.

THE LENSIC, Santa Fe Dervish. 211 W San Francisco. $20-$30.
7:30-9:30pm. See 3/25 KIMO THEATRE listing.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Aliento: Fragmentos.
1701 Fourth Street SW. $17-$27. 2pm. See 3/24 listing.

LEARN
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Using Story to Empower and
Reach Out. Learn new empowering tools to ignite action, share
wisdom and recreate your ideal life story. 4121 Cutler NE. $25.
505-967-6845 Matilde. alibi.com/v/4rde.

FILM
HILAND THEATER NM Italian Film and Culture Festival.
4800 Central SE. See 3/23 listing.

TUESDAY MARCH 28
SONG & DANCE
MAIN LIBRARY Engine. 501 Copper NW. Noon-1pm. See 3/25
listing.

Compiled by Megan Reneau and Taylor Grabowsky. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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YOSEMITE
Yosemite is a land forged in wildfire and sculpted by water,  

but with climate change, water is scarcer and fire more common. 

Join scientists and adventurers to investigate how these global 

changes are affecting one of America’s greatest wildernesses.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29, 7:00PM

KNME 5.1

NewMexicoPBS.org



BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

A
s my sister and I hoisted our chopsticks,
poised to dive into copious portions of
noodles, rice, egg rolls and assorted

vegetables and dishes of chili, the middle-
aged men seated directly behind us broke
into chuckles as one asked the other, “So,
how’s your sex life?” at which point one of
them began to detail his prostate
frustrations in tones maybe just a decibel
too loud. Still, the distracting
eavesdropping I couldn’t help but engage
in didn’t manage to detract from the
ambiance of Le Bistro, one of
Albuquerque’s newer Vietnamese spots,
having opened its doors last July. Vibrant
red and orange walls enhance a biggish
room full of round tables smoothed over
with crisp white table clothes, a few booths
lining the walls. An adjoining room serves
as the storefront for the associated bakery,
which boasts a few key selections like
house-made macaroons and coconut rolls.
As both my sister and I, in the
synchronized motions we’ve adopted since
childhood, finally dove into our dishes, we
were jolted out of our smirking
eavesdropping-induced whisper
conversation and immediately only had
attention for the steaming bowls of
vermicelli and clay pot vegetables in front
of us. 

No matter which angle you choose to
look at it from, Le Bistro is doing it right.
Take for example, the pho—a standard for
any Vietnamese restaurant. This dish of
broth, rice noodles, herbs and meat or
vegetables is a typical dish by which to
measure any restaurant touting its

Vietnamese cuisine. At Le Bistro the pho that
I sampled—the vegetarian variety—was
simple, but memorably good, evidencing a
commitment to using the freshest herbs (some
of which are grown on site) and a
demonstrable dedication to the nuances of
constructing this mainstay soup. The broth
itself was slightly sweet—suggesting it is made
in the Saigon style—while the noodles have
an extremely subtle smoky flavor. Taken
together, these foundational elements make
for a killer eating experience, no matter what
you’re adding to the mix. The vegetarian
option includes steamed broccoli, green
onion, crispy celery and fried tofu to the basic
broth and noodles—it’s uncomplicated fare,
but that doesn’t mean its bland. On a separate
occasion settled into a booth on a late
Wednesday night, my dining companions
ordered the rare steak and brisket pho, as well
as the chicken pho, each equally as content
with their choices. Each table also offers up a
round glass dish of extremely potent ground
chili paste which added heat where needed.

On that first visit with my sister, amid the
ambient prostate babble, she gushed about the
clay pot vegetables—a hearty selection of
grilled cabbage, carrots, baby corn, broccoli
and fried tofu—delicately marinated in a
smoky-sweet sauce laid over a bed of fluffy
white rice. I can also attest to the dish’s
toothsomeness, the freshness of the produce

Le Bistro
1313 San Pedro NE
(505) 266-6118

Hours: Everyday, 9am-9pm
Vibe: Slightly upscale

Alibi Recommends: Pho of all varieties, egg rolls

FOOD | ReStauRant ReViewChowtown
a rotating guide to restaurants we like

suggest a restaurant or search for more at:

w alibi.com/chowtown

These listings have no connection with Alibi advertising

Veggies for

You and Me
I-25 CORRIDOR

PARS CUISINE
4320 The 25 NE, Suite 100, 345-5156 • $$$

[Middle Eastern, Vegetarian/Health Foods] For
something a little more out of the ordinary, pay a visit to
Pars Cuisine, the Persian restaurant near the Century Rio
24 theater. Vegetarians will appreciate the nonmeat
options and meat lovers are sure to love the spicy
kabobs. Linger on your floor cushions while belly dancers
roam through the dining room.

MIDTOWN

RICHARD’S MEXICAN RESTAURANT
3301 Menaul NE, 881-1039 • $

[New Mexican, Vegetarian/Health Foods] Ever had
vegetarian posole? The menu at Richard’s features
traditional plates like green chile chicken enchiladas and
tostadas compuestas, but also offers healthier, low-fat
and vegetarian fare. And, believe it or not, the light plates
are scrumptious. Be sure to order some fideo (tasty
marinated noodles) on the side.

NOB HILL

THE LAST CALL
102 Richmond NE, (505)-369-6102 • $

[American, Greek/Mediterranean,
Deli/Sandwiches, Caribbean/Cuban, Asian Fusion,
Italian, French, Seafood, Pizza, Vegetarian/Health
Foods] The Last Call is one of the best late-night eateries
in town. They consistently have excellent food with plenty
of vegetarian options. While it’s packed after midnight, if
you go when they open (5:05pm), there’s virtually no line.
In other words, nothing is standing between you and a
taste of heaven. The Cali burrito with veggies is perfection,
but we highly recommend the fish tacos and truffle grilled
cheese, too.

NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

HUONG THAO VIETNAMESE CUISINE
1016 Juan Tabo NE, 292-8222 • $

[Vietnamese, Asian, Vegetarian/Health Foods] A
quiet restaurant in a strip mall just north of Lomas on
Juan Tabo, Huong Thao has been serving up Vietnamese
food for almost two decades. The place is unassuming
and the service friendly. Try the fresh spring rolls and a big
bowl o’ pho or vegetarian rice noodles and tofu. For
dessert, you can’t go wrong with a creamy coconut shake.

UNIVERSITY

ANNAPURNA’S WORLD VEGETARIAN
CAFÉ
2201 Silver SE, 262-CHAI (2424) • $

[Vegetarian/Health Foods, Specialty Food Store,
Bakery/Sweets] Ayurvedic cuisine supposedly works
with your body’s natural energies and constitution to
create “soul” food that’s on a whole new plane. Winners
of Best Vegetarian in our restaurant poll several years
running, Annapurna’s food is satisfying but never heavy
and, well, you just feel better after you eat there. Try
Sunday brunch with spiced gluten-free, vegan pancakes
and breakfast quinoa (but you’ll have to live without
scrambled eggs, sorry). The shaded courtyard to the side
of the restaurant is spectacular.

KEY:  $ = Inexpensive $8 or less  | $$$ = Expensive $15 to $20

doused in a lightly spiced sauce all to quite a
nourishing effect, because when my sister had
to catch an early flight the next day I ate her
leftovers (and there will probably be leftovers;
the portions here range between just right and
way too much). On that particular occasion,
for myself I ordered a bowl of rice vermicelli
noodles with imitation pork. A pyramid of
crushed peanuts, shredded lettuce, mint and
cilantro was stacked on a healthy portion of
the slender noodles, an egg roll sliced in two
garnished the seemingly bottomless bowl. The
noodles were served slightly cooler than the
tofu heaped atop it, making for a nice contrast
of textures and temperatures. 

After that first meal I had at Le Bistro,
every single one that followed (and will ever
follow) will be preceded by an order of egg
rolls. You might be wondering: How can an
egg roll be particularly special? Generally
speaking, it is pretty hard to do an egg roll
wrong, but before dining at Le Bistro I never
realized that some egg rolls could stand head
and shoulders above all the others I had ever
eaten. What makes the egg rolls at Le Bistro
stand out is the fact that they are so
apparently made from scratch not long before
they are plated and with supremely verdant
carrots, cabbage, sprouts and other vegetables
wrapped inside rice paper before they’re deep
fried. Simply put: Everything at Le Bistro is of
the highest quality, each singular ingredient
living up to a high standard. Taken as a whole,
the food is memorably delicious—even
something as basic as an egg roll or a bowl of
pho. I would highly recommend a visit to Le
Bistro—catch up with your family there, bring
your book club, break up with your boyfriend
or have intimate conversations about your
sexual health with your friends—the fare here
could only serve to enhance whatever you’ve
got on your mind.  a

Sugar and Spice
And almost everything nice at Le Bistro
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Steamed vermicelli with imitation pork ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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If you have the need for speed, Southwest Cyberport has 

you covered. With speeds as fast as 20mb/s and plans 

starting at $43 a month. But at SWCP, we go way beyond 

bandwidth. Our tech experts provide personalized 

service and support from our Albuquerque headquarters 

to thousands of New Mexicans. Call SWCP today for all 

your high speed internet needs.

Experience The Rush 
Of LightSpeed!

New Mexico’s Expert Internet Service Provider since 1994

505-243-SWCP (7927)          SWCP.com
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FILM | REVIEW

Wilson
Woody Harrelson is your friendly neighborhood misanthrope in

softhearted graphic novel adaptation 

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

I
n his own mind, Wilson is an optimist. He
figures cavemen got by with little more than
a roof over their head, and he’s got ... well, at

least that much. He thinks of himself as a
people person, in that he’s constantly
fascinated by the human condition. But in
actual, real-world practice, poor Wilson is a
miserable crank, a condescending misanthrope
who can’t keep his big mouth shut. Ruthlessly
honest, he needles into the lives of those
around him, offering sincere but unsolicited
(and frequently unwelcome) advice. Wilson
thinks of himself as a smart, observant, helpful
person. Pointing out your flaws is just his way
of contributing to society. But the fact that he
hasn’t got a single friend left in the world tells
you something about the man.

Envisioned, originally, in a series of one-
page gag strips by noted indie cartoonist
Daniel Clowes, the garrulous character now
finds himself embodied by Woody Harrelson in
an oddball indie comedy. Clowes’
microcosmic, Gen X-approved graphic novels
have been adapted previously in the films
Ghost World and Art School Confidential. His
melding of the kitschy, the grotesque and the
mundane has earned him a loyal cult
following. Wilson isn’t likely to grow the cult
in any sizable way, but it should find a few
devotees among the already inducted.

Wilson, the film, features a screenplay by
Clowes, who has shaped his old character
study into something resembling a coherent
narrative. The film is credibly directed by
Craig Johnson, who’s garnered a moment or
two of attention for his micro-budget indies
True Adolescents and The Skeleton Twins.
Though Harrelson—a normally genial,
personality-heavy actor—would seem like an
unusual choice to play this neurotic windbag,
he puts a great deal of effort into shaping this
well-meaning jerk of a human being. This
collaboration results in something that you
could not, exactly, call “likable.” This is a
universe populated by miserable, acerbic
people—few of whom ever graduate to the
level of likable. But if you gravitate toward
bleak outlooks and black humor, Wilson might
be right up your alley.

When we meet our man Wilson, the St.
Paul/Minneapolis native is trying (badly) to
connect with his fellow humans. But berating
bus passengers and stalking women isn’t
exactly the best way to make friends. At the
end of the day, the only being Wilson can
tolerate (and vice-versa) is his loyal dog,
Pepper (a sign, at least, that he’s not a
completely heartless dude). One day, Wilson
gets word that his estranged father is dying

from lung cancer. Wilson races to his bedside,
imagining all manner of emotional closure.
But dad passes away without saying a word.
The incident shakes Wilson up a bit, and he
decides he needs more out of life.
Unfortunately, being Wilson, he goes about
this in the worst possible way—by hunting
down the ex-wife who ran out on him 17 years
ago. 

Turns out Pippi (a wonderfully addled
Laura Dern) has recently drifted back into
town. A recovering drug addict, she’s now
working at a local restaurant. Again,
imagining some sort of happy reunion, Wilson
shows up at the restaurant and confronts her.
It, of course, does not pan out how Wilson
thought—particularly when she informs him
that she did not, as he believed, have an
abortion after leaving him. Turns out she gave
birth to their daughter and gave her up for
adoption. As you should probably expect by
now, Wilson concocts the brilliant idea of
tracking down his daughter and becoming a
loving part of her new life. This is, of course,
one more self-inflicted wound waiting to
happen. Daughter Claire (Isabella Amara) is a
chubby, unhappy emo teen, who has clearly
inherited her father’s thorny personality—and
any reunion between these three broken

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

people is bound to end up in disaster.
Though Clowes has crafted a much more

linear storyline for his character, the narrative
remains loose and episodic. Wilson’s
Sisyphean attempts to get his life together
form the backbone of the film, but there’s not
a lot of reach beyond the simple “curmudgeon
gets less curmudgeonly.” The humor employed
here is angry and uncomfortable (and
frequently quite funny, if you’re so inclined).
But the script stops short of plumbing the
crushing, existential loneliness at the center of
it all. Viewers only have to take a glance at the
works of bleak suburban satirist Todd Solondz
(Welcome to the Dollhouse, Happiness,
Storytelling) to see where this balance of
depression and twisted humor could have
ventured. Dark and misanthropic as it is,
Wilson doesn’t go far enough—pushing
through that black envelope into truly
revelatory territory. Instead, director and
screenwriter pull back on the throttle, holding
out hope for a sentimental ending to it all that
feels ... well, out of character.

Daniel Clowes’ work is worthy of deeper
study. A larger audience—one provided by a
wide-release film—is a welcome start to that.
But adapting the vignette-filled Wilson to film
was a tricky proposition to begin with.
Harrelson tackles the character with as much
sardonic charisma as possible. The film,
however, doesn’t provide quite enough topical
heft to the world around him. Peter Boyle in
Joe had drug-dealing hippies. Carroll
O’Connor in “All in the Family” had a
feminist daughter and a liberal son-in-law. A
cantankerous crank needs a reason to rage, and
all Wilson offers up is countless reasons not to.
a

Native New Mexico 
Chasing the Light has been described as “if Wong
Kar-Wai and Quentin Tarantino decided to make a
stoner comedy for Natives back in 1995.” Shot in
black and white, the film won Best Photography
at the Festival Présence Autochtone in Montreal,
Quebec. The comedy-drama tells the story of
Riggs, a depressed and struggling screenwriter in
Albuquerque, who begrudgingly goes along with
his drug-dealing friend, Many Goats, on a run that
does terribly wrong. Writer-director-actor
Blackhorse Lowe was named one of the top 25
faces of indie film by Filmmakermagazine back in
2004. Lowe and some of the cast and crew will
attend a screening of the film this Friday and
Saturday, March 24 and 25, at Guild Cinema
(3405 Central NE). The screenings get underway
at 10:30pm. For more info go to guildcinema.com.

Cats on Camera
Cat-owning and cat-loving filmmakers have until
midnight, Sunday, April 30, to submit their
“cattiest films” to Animal Humane New Mexico
and the Albuquerque Film Office’s 3rd Annual
Feline Film Festival. The festival, taking place on
Saturday, June 24, is a chance for pet lovers to
share stories of their favorite felines and to raise
funds for homeless pets. The Best in Show winner
at the festival will receive a $1,000 cash prize and
an opportunity to name a litter of kittens at
Animal Humane. The theme of this year’s festival
is “The Good, the Bad & The Cuddly.” Filmmakers
are encouraged to use this theme as a jumping off
point to get their creative juices flowing. All films
need to be five minutes or less in length. For
complete details go to
animalhumanenm.org/events-ahnm/feline-film-
festival.

Sexism in Spain
The social documentary Excluidas del Paraísowill
screen this Thursday, March 23, at the Bank of
America Theatre inside the National Hispanic
Cultural Center (1701 Fouth Street SW). The film
explores the “mechanisms that maintain
patriarchal systems and perpetuate economic,
cultural and social inequality and imbalances of
power in the 21st century.” The film concentrates
on the West in general, and Spain in particular.
Feminist thinkers interviewed include Ana de
Miguel, Ochy Curiel, Pablo Llamas, Pilar Aguilar,
Rosa Cobo and Yayo Herrero. The film is
presented in partnership with Instituto Cervantes
and will be shown in Spanish with English
subtitles. This is a free event, slated to begin at
7pm—but seating is limited, so tickets need to be
picked up, in advance, at the theater box office
starting one hour before showtime. a

Wilson
OPENS FRIDAY 3/24
Directed by Craig Johnson

StarringWoody Harrelson, Laura Dern, Isabella
Amara, Judy Greer, Cheryl Hines

Rated R

“What do you mean, you’ve never seen White Men Can’t Jump?”
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H
ulu’s new series “Harlots” is a fine
example of truth in advertising. A clear
attempt to hook viewers of

Cinemax/Showtime’s randier, late-night
offerings, the series introduces viewers to
the colorful, skin-filled world of 18th
century British prostitution.

Filled to the brim with nudity and
rumpy-pumpy action, the series is set in
1763 London. Margaret Wells (Samantha
Morton from Sweet and Lowdown, Morvern
Callar and Minority Report) is the ambitious
madam of a mid-range brothel in London’s
Covent Garden neighborhood. Margaret is
eyeing a move up in the world, hoping to
secure a fancier location for her expanding
business. This puts her in the sights of
crosstown rival Ms. Quigley (Lesley
Manville from Secrets & Lies,Vera Drake and
Maleficent), a snooty madam whose girls
dance, speak French and can converse about
art. Eager to crush her low-rent rival,
Quigley starts an all-out war by siccing the
local morals squad on Wells’ house of ill
repute. The ensuing legal fallout strains
Margaret’s finances and forces her to up her
plans to auction off the virginity of her
youngest daughter, Lucy (Eloise Smyth from
“Fortitude”).

In other, ongoing plotlines, Lucy’s older
sister Charlotte (Jessica Brown Findlay,
Lady Sybil from “Downton Abbey”)
considers selling herself exclusively to a
local lord for a big payday. Also, one of

Margaret’s highest-earning whores (Holli
Dempsey) finds herself poached by the
scheming Ms. Quigley. Throw in a few more
kinky lords and ladies, and we’ve got the
recipe for a naughty good time.

“Harlots” isn’t exactly PBS “Masterpiece
Theatre” material. The costumes are fancy,
the neighborhoods are historic-looking. But
the narrative about warring prostitutes and
the perverts who love them is unabashedly
trashy. There are, of course, vague
explorations of women’s roles in Georgian
London (where one in five women is
employed as a a prostitute, the show’s
opening crawl informs us.) Co-creators
Alison Newman and Moira Buffini are
known as a longtime actress (“EastEnders”)
and screenwriter (Tamara Drewe),
respectively. But this isn’t some politically
correct, BBC-approved history lesson. These
are clearly the cleanest, most well-
manicured, least pox-riddled prostitutes in
the history of London. So much for
historical realism. The pace of the show is
fast, the nudity is frequent and the musical
accompaniment is an amped-up rock-and-
roll good time—all of which clues you in as
to what kind of show “Harlots” really is. This
one’s a well-dressed, often undressed guilty
pleasure. a

Season one of “Harlots” premieres Wednesday,
March 29, on Hulu.

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH
SATURDAY 25
American Jihad (Showtime 7pm)
Producer Alex Gibney (Taxi to the Dark
Side) and director Allison Ellwood
(Gibney’s longtime editor) take a look
at good old, homegrown, American
terrorism, its causes and its possible
solutions.

“The Making of Planet Earth II” (BBC
America 8:11pm) The BBC wraps up
its newest run of nature porn with
another jaw-dropping look behind the
scenes to see how filmmakers got their
shots. 

SUNDAY 26
Barbie: Video Game Hero (Nickelodeon
10am) Barbie goes full-on Tron in an
attempt to seem contemporary.

“Roanoke: A Mystery Carved in Stone”
(History 6pm) Sorry, History.
“American Horror Story” already solved
this last season. Serial killer ghosts.

“To Walk Invisible: The Brontë Sisters”
(KNME-5 8pm) Charlotte, Emily and
Anne—the 19th century answer to the
Kardashians—finally get their own stint
on “Masterpiece.” 

MONDAY 27
“Hip Hop Squares” (VH1 7:30pm) It’s
the ’90s all over again as Kid ’N Play
battle Naughty By Nature for the
center square.

TUESDAY 28
“Bones: The Final Chapter” (KRQEDT2
8pm) FOX’s increasingly preposterous

crime-solving forensic investigator
show finally gives up the ghost with a
series-ending finale.

“Jungletown” (Viceland 8pm) In the
depths of the Panamanian jungle, an
American entrepreneur and hundreds
of young people attempt to build the
“world’s most sustainable” modern
town.

“Rebel” (BET 8pm) This extended pilot
kicks off BET’s newest drama about
African American police officers and
the “unique and conflicted
relationships” they face on the job.
John Singleton (Boyz n the Hood) co-
writes, executive produces and
directs.

WEDNESDAY 29
“Imaginary Mary” (KOAT-7 7:30pm) A
fiercely independent career woman
(Jenna Elfman) falls for a guy with
three kids—and finds herself visited
by her imaginary childhood friend
(voiced by Rachel Dratch). 

“Duck Dynasty: End of an Era” (A&E
7pm) Apparently America has had its
fill of duck call-manufacturing
rednecks. Be sure to stop by Walmart
and pick up some deeply discounted
“Duck Dynasty” beer Koozies to
celebrate this series finale.

“Nobodies” (TV Land 8pm) Melissa
McCarthy and her husband, actor
Ben Falcone, executive-produce this
new sitcom about three struggling
actors trying to make it in Hollywood.
a

THURSDAY 23
Godzilla vs. King Kong (TCM 6pm)
Giant monsters rule! TCM celebrates
the recent release of Kong: Skull
Island (be sure and stick around after
the credits) with a double-feature of
1954’s Japanese-language Gojira
(6pm) and 1933’s King Kong (8pm).

FRIDAY 24
An American Girl Story—Ivy & Julie
1976: A Happy Balance (Amazon
streaming anytime) Chinese-
American gal Ivy must choose
between celebrating Chinese New
Year and going to her best friend
Julie’s gymnastic tournament. As if
that weren’t cruel enough, it’s 1976
and everyone is wearing bellbottoms.

“Ingobernable” (Netflix streaming
anytime) Kate del Castillo (“La Reina
del Sur”) stars as a politically and
personally troubled First Lady in
Netflix’s second drama series out of
Mexico.

“Tangled: The Series” (Disney
8:30pm)Wonder what happened to
Rapunzel, her hair and that Prince
guy after 2010’s Tangled? Wonder no
more. Voice actors Mandy Moore and
Zachary Levi are back. (But the 3D
computer animation is not.)

Good Time Girls
“Harlots” on Hulu
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the color again! 124 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 3/23
at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Sixteen Candles
This teen classic is one of John Hughes’
Holy Trinity (Sixteen Candles, Pretty in
Pink, The Breakfast Club),
chronicling the trials and
tribulations of high school life
in the new wave-filled ’80s.
Molly Ringwald is the cute
teen whose birthday gets
forgotten in the mad
buildup to her older
sister’s tony wedding. Ah,
1984! When Anthony
Michael Hall was still a
skinny little geek. John
Cusack too. Whatever
happened to hunky
Michael Schoeffling,
though? 93 minutes. PG.
(Opens Monday 3/27 at Flix
Brewhouse)

Staying Vertical
A French filmmaker named Léo
(Damien Bonnard) goes looking for
wolves in southern France. During a scouting
expedition, he falls for a free-spirited shepherdess.
Nine months later, she gives birth to Léo’s daughter—but
mom disappears in a fit of postpartum depression. Suddenly
saddled with a baby, Léo searches for inspiration for his next
film. Eccentric, enigmatic and quite funny, this dark, sexually
provocative fable is a unique beast. In French with English
subtitles 98 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 3/24 at Guild
Cinema)

Wilson
Reviewed this issue. 94 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 3/24 at
Century 14 Downtown)

STILL PLAYING
Beauty and the Beast
Disney’s animated classic from 1991 gets the live-action
remake treatment. (Soon, all will submit!) Emma Watson from
the Harry Potter series takes over as Belle, the bookish
heroine who finds herself falling for a hairy prince (Dan
Stevens from “Downton Abbey”). Ewan McGregor, Ian
McKellen and Emma Thompson are among the stars voicing
various animate household objects. It looks and sounds
gorgeous—but, yes, you’ve seen it all before. 129 minutes.
PG. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Belko Experiment
James Gunn (Tromeo and Juliet, The Specials,
Slither, Guardians of the Galaxy) writes and Greg
McLean (Wolf Creek) directs this gory horror
thriller about 80 American office workers locked
in a high-rise corporate office in Bogotá,
Colombia, and ordered by an unknown voice to
start slaughtering one another or everyone dies.
This twisted variation on Battle Royale isn’t as
psychologically and socially prescient as it wants
to be, but the bloodshed is amusingly
exhilarating. John C. McGinley, Tony Goldwyn,
Michael Rooker and Sean Gunn star. 88
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX)

A Dog’s Purpose
Lasse Hallström (My Life as a Dog, Hachi: A
Dog’s Tale) directs this movie about a dog who
tries to discover his purpose in life over the
course of several lifetimes and owners. Every
time he dies, you see, he’s reincarnated as
another dog. In other words: It’s a feel-good

movie about a dog who dies. Repeatedly. Josh Gad voices the
dog. Based on the novel by W. Bruce Cameron. 120 minutes.
PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Fist Fight
Charlie Day ( “It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia”) is a nebbish
teacher who runs afoul of a pugnacious fellow teacher (Ice
Cube), gets him fired and is challenged to an after-school
fight. The bulk of this simple comedy is taken up with our
protagonist trying to avoid the titular altercation. 91 minutes.
R. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

OPENING THIS WEEK
American Fable
This beautifully shot, dreamlike mystery is set during the farm
crisis of the 1980s. Amid the expansive farmlands of the
American Midwest, 11-year-old Gitty (Peyton Kennedy) loses
herself in a fantasy world of her own creation—until she
stumbles across a dark mystery. Hidden inside one of her
family’s silos is a well-dressed man, clearly being held
captive. A cross between the languid naturalism of Terrence
Malik (Badlands) and the dark imagination of Guilermo del
Toro (Pan’s Labyrinth), American Fable’s reach exceeds its
grasp, but it’s an ambitious indie debut for writer-director
Anne Hamilton. 97 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 3/28
at Guild Cinema)

Anatahan
Legendary filmmaker Josef von Sternberg’s final outing in
1953 gets a beautifully restored re-release. Inspred by actual
events during World War II, Anatahan tells the story of a dozen
Japanese sailors, stranded on a remote island during the
waning days of the war. The war ends, unbeknownst to them,
an the men engage in a private war for dominance of their
island and possession of the only woman in their midst. In
English and Japanese with English subtitles. 91 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 3/28 at Guild Cinema)

Babe: Pig in the City
Following up on the success of the beloved, Academy Award-
winning film Babe, this 1998 sequel was something of a box
office disappointment. Some found it too dark compared to
the sunny original. But director George Miller (Mad Max: Fury
Road) created a magnificently imaginative, wonderfully
immersive fantasy in which our goodhearted porcine hero
journeys to a storybook city and encounters an incredible
menagerie of animal friends. 90 minutes. G. (Opens Saturday
3/25 at Guild Cinema)

Chasing the Light
Described as “if Wong Kar-Wai and Quentin Tarantino decided
to make a stoner comedy for Natives back in 1995,” this
black-and-white indie follows Riggs, a depressed and
struggling screenwriter in Albuquerque who begrudgingly goes
with his drug-dealing friend Many Goats on a criminal run
that goes terribly wrong. A series of misadventures follows—
none of which help our protagonist forget his troubles or his
ex-girlfriend. Writer-director-star Blackhorse Lowe will be on
hand to introduce the film. 80 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 3/24 at Guild Cinema)

CHIPS
For fans of goofy TV-to-movie reboots like Charlie’s Angels,
Starsky & Hutch, 21 Jump Street, The Dukes of Hazzard,
S.W.A.T., The A-Team (and others) comes another ’70s/’80s
flashback. Dax Shepard (hubby to Kristen Bell and star of ...
he was in Idiocracy) writes, directs and stars in this campy
action comedy about motorcycle cops in California. Michael
Peña (End of Watch, Ant Man) comes along to replace Erik
Estrada. Baywatch is next! 100 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday
3/23 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Ghostland: The View of the
Ju’Hoansi
This culture-clash documentary, reminiscent of
The Gods Must Be Crazy, finds a German
anthropologist bringing a group of Kalahari
Bushmen on a tour of Frankfurt. There, the
unusual tourists are struck by the impersonal
cities, the shocking poverty, the abundance of
food and water and the crazy habits of
modern man. Ghostland has both funny and
sad things to say about Western civilization.
Most of the observations stick to surface
details, but it’s an interesting lesson in
contrasting societies nonetheless. In English
and Ju’hoan with English subtitles. 84
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 3/24 at Guild
Cinema)

Green Room
After witnessing a murder in rural Oregon, a
Washington, D.C.-based punk band (including members
Anton Yelchin and Alia Shawkat) must fight for their lives
against a group of homicidal skinheads. This hardcore
survival-horror hybrid comes from innovative indie auteur
Jeremy Saulnier (Murder Party, Blue Ruin). The plot and
setting are minimal, but the action is nail-biting, the setting
realistic and the actors dead on point. Patrick Stewart shows
up as the frighteningly businesslike leader of the neo-Nazi
villains. Needless to say, he’s awesome. Reviewed in v25 i17.
95 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 3/24 at SUB Theater)

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom
From 1984 comes this icky-fun sequel to Raiders of the Lost
Ark. Our man Indy (Harrison Ford) is in India fighting off the
evil sorcerer Mola Ram, sidekicking it with Short Round and
romancing Kate Capshaw. (Watch it, Indy, that’s Steven
Spielberg’s wife!) 118 minutes. PG. (Opens Tuesday 3/28 at
Flix Brewhouse)

The Karate Kid
Ralph Macchio and Pat Morita star in this popular teenage
martial arts drama from 1984. Macchio is Daniel, the wussy
kid who moves to California and is trained by unconventional
sensei Miyagi (Morita) to kick bullies in the face. 126
minutes. PG. (Opens Sunday 3/26 at Century 14 Downtown)

Katamarayudu
Pawan Kalyan (Atharintiki Daaredi, Gabbar Singh) stars in
this Indian action film about a man with a violent streak
trying to reform, but getting pushed into a situation where he
“has to take action.” You know that that means: kung fu,
romance and dancing! It’s a remake of the 2014 Tamil film
Veeram. In Telugu with English subtitles. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 3/24 at Movies West)

The Last Word
Shirley MacLaine and Amanda Seyfried star in this feel-good
comedy-drama about a retired businesswoman who likes to
control everyone and everything around her. When the old
curmudgeon decides to write her own obituary, a young
journalist takes up the task of finding out the truth. Naturally,
our protagonist pulls out all the stops to seem kindly and
charitable, resulting all sorts of wacky situations. Just as
naturally, by film’s end, she’s a totally reformed sweetheart. If
not for MacLaine’s strong presence, this predictable prefab
would be completely disposable. 108 minutes. R. (Opens
Friday 3/24 at Century 14 Downtown)

Life
The crew of the International Space Station experiments on a
primitive life form found on Mars. Clearly, no one in this
movie has ever watched Alien. Despite some clear cinematic
predecessors, this is a smartly assembled horror-thriller that
emphasizes the scientific over the militant. You know where
it’s going, but it’s fun getting there. Ryan Reynolds, Rebecca
Ferguson and Jake Gyllenhaal are among the cast of doomed
astronauts. 103 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 3/23 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Megamind
It seems the world’s greatest superhero, Metro Man (Brad
Pitt), is out of the crime-fighting biz thanks largely to the
efforts of his brainy nemesis Megamind (Will Ferrell).
Unfortunately, that leaves Megamind with little to do.
Naturally, he fabricates a sham superhero (Jonah Hill) to
battle. But when that fake hero decides to destroy the world
instead, it’s up to Megamind to turn good and save the
planet. This 2010 CGI toon comes to us from the folks who
made Shrek, Madagascar and Kung Fu Panda. 96 minutes.
PG. (Opens Friday 3/24 at Flix Brewhouse)

Power Rangers
TV-to-movie nostalgia hits ’90s kids with this big budget
reboot of the loooong-running Saban series that basically
steals all its special effects from old Japanese TV shows. In it,
some high school kids are infused with unique superpowers,
get color-coordinated outfits and fight giant space aliens (led
by Elizabeth Banks). Unfortunately, the film spends an awful
lot of time dealing with angsty teenage melodrama. It’s like
everybody involved was too embarrassed to get out and, you
know, fight those giant space aliens. When the action finally
does arrive, it’s fun and flashy—even though it’s swamped in
that “realistic” grimdark monochrome of Batman v.
Superman: Dawn of Justice. Seriously, Hollywood, make with

Get Out
Jordan Peele (of “Key amd Peele” fame) writes and directs his
first feature, a timely and rather subversive horror-comedy
twist on The Stepford Wives. A young African-American man

named Chris (Daniel Kaluuya, Sicario) visits his
new Caucasian girlfriend’s liberal parents

(Bradley Whitford and Catherine Keener)
in their upscale country estate. The
family and their lily-white
neighbors seem weirdly,
condescendingly friendly. Is
Chris being paranoid or is
there something strange
going on? Peele skillfully
combines twisty thrills with
savvy satire for a
satisfying, action-packed
genre mash-up. Reviewed
in v26 i9. 103 minutes. R.
(Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century Rio,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX, Century 14
Downtown, AMC Albuquerque

12)

Kong: Skull Island
Tom Hiddleston, Samuel L. Jackson,

Brie Larson, John C. Reilly, John
Goodman, freakin’ everybody shows up on

an uncharted Pacific island trying to solve the
mystery of its isolation—only to discover its primary
inhabitant is a hundred-foot-tall ape with anger issues.
Between this silly fun creature feature and the recent reboot
of Godzilla, Legendary Entertainment is hoping to launch their
own giant monster franchise. 120 minutes. PG-13. (Century
Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, AMC Albuquerque
12, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The LEGO Batman Movie
Fans of 2014’s The LEGO Movie (and there are plenty) are,
no doubt, salivating at the prospect of a spinoff concentrating
on Will Arnett’s hilariously self-obsessed crimefighter. This
time around, Bruce Wayne finds himself dealing with a wave
of criminals in Gotham City (including, but not limited to,
Zach Galifianakis’ Joker, Jenny Slate’s Harley Quinn, Conan
O’Brien’s Riddler, Doug Benson’s Bane and Billy Dee
Williams’ Two-Face). On top of that, our hero’s learning to
accept the responsibility of his recently adopted ward, Dick
Grayson (Michael Cera). No, it’s not as profound as its
predecessor. But damned if it isn’t ridiculously fast-paced
fun. 104 minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century
Rio, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Lion
Adapted from Saroo Brierley’s autobiographical book A Long
Way Home, this tear-jerking/inspirational drama relates the
life story of a 5-year-old Indian boy who gets lost on the
streets of Calcutta, thousands of miles from home. Eventually,
he is a adopted by a kindly Australian couple. Some 25 years
later, he returns to India to sort out his confusing past and
mixed identity. Dev Patel (Slumdog Millionaire, The Best
Exotic Marigold Hotel) stars alongside Nicole Kidman, David
Wenham and Rooney Mara. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Century
14 Downtown)

Logan
Hugh Jackman returns as Logan/Wolverine in this X-Men
spinoff. Loosely based on the Old Man Logan comic book
series by Mark Millar and Steve McNiven, this brutal, bruising
drama is set in a post-apocalyptic future in which mutants
have all but dwindled out of existence. A not-so-well-aged
Wolvie is busy hiding out in the Mexican desert and taking
care of a senile Professor X (Patrick Stewart) when a
mysterious preteen mutant (Dafne Keen) with a serious
connection to our claw-popping hero shows up needing his
help. Stripped down, bleakly imagined and properly bloody,
this superpowered Western is a stark, satisfying stand-alone.
137 minutes. R. (Flix Brewhouse, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC
Albuquerque 12)

The Shack
After his young daughter is murdered, a grieving man (Sam
Worthington, Avatar) receives a mysterious, personal
invitation to meet with God (Octavia Spencer) at the remote
shack where his daughter was killed. There, he encounters
manifestations of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost and
learns some sort of lesson. Probably religious in nature. This
faith-based drama is based on the best-selling Christian
novel by William P. Young. 132 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12)
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FILM | TIMES wEEk oF FrI., March 24-ThurS., March 30

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias SW • 

Power Rangers Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:50, 4:40, 6:30,
7:30, 8:30, 9:20, 10:20; Mon 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30,
7:15, 10:00; Tue 11:00am, 1:51, 4:40, 7:30, 8:30,
9:20, 10:20; Wed 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15,
10:00; Thu call for showtimes

Life Fri-Thu 11:05am, 1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:10
CHIPS Fri-Thu 11:20am, 1:50, 4:20, 6:50, 9:30
Beauty and the Beast Fri-Sun 11:15am, 1:00, 3:00,
4:00, 7:00, 8:15, 9:00, 10:00; Mon-Tue 1:00, 3:00,
4:00, 7:00, 8:15, 9:00, 10:00; Wed 1:00, 3:00,
4:00, 7:00, 9:00, 10:00; Thu call for showtimes

Beauty and the Beast 3D Fri-Wed 12:00, 6:00’ Thu
call for showtimes

Beauty and the Beast: An IMAX Experience Fri-Wed
11:00am, 4:40, 10:20; Thu call for showtimes

Beauty and the Beast: An IMAX 3D Experience Fri-
Wed 1:50, 7::30; Thu call for showtimes

The Shack Fri-Sun 11:00am, 2:00, 5:00; Mon 12:30,
3:30, 6:45, 9:45; Tue 11:00am, 2:00, 5:00; Wed
12:30, 3:30, 6:45, 9:45; Thu call for showtimes

Logan Fri-Wed 12:00, 3:20, 6:30, 9:40; Thu call for
showtimes

The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Sun 11:15am, 1:40,
4:05; Mon 11:15am, 1:40, 4:05, 6:30, 9:00; Tue
11:15am, 1:45, 4:00, 6:30; Wed 11:15am, 1:40,
4:05, 6:30, 9:00; Thu call for showtimes

Kong: Skull Island 3D Fri-Wed 1:40, 10:00; Thu call
for showtimes

Kong: Skull Island Fri-Wed 11:00am, 4:20, 7:10; Thu
call for showtimes

Get Out Fri-Wed 11:40am, 2:10, 4:40, 7:15, 9:40; Thu
call for showtimes

Fist Fight Fri-Sun 2:05, 4:10, 6:20; Mon 11:30am,
1:45, 4:15, 6:40, 9:00; Tue 11:30am, 1:45, 4:00,
6:20; Wed 11:30am, 1:45, 4:15, 6:40, 9:00; Thu call
for showtimes

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

The Last Word Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:50, 4;40, 7:30,
10:20; Mon-Thu 11:00am, 1:50, 4;40, 7:30

Wilson Fri-Sun 12:35, 3:00, 5:25, 7:50, 10:15; Mon-
Thu 12:35, 3:00, 5:25, 7:50

CHIPS Fri-Sun 12:15, 2:45, 5:15, 7:45, 10:20; Mon-
Thu 12:15, 2:45, 5:15, 7:45

Life Fri-Sun 11:55am, 2:30, 5:05, 7:40, 10:15; Mon-
Thu 11:55am, 2:30, 5:05, 7:40

Power Rangers Fri-Sun 11:25am, 1:00, 2:35, 4;15,
5:50, 7:20, 8:55, 10:30; Mon-Thu 11:25am, 1:00,
2:35, 4;15, 5:50, 7:20

Beauty and the Beast 3D Fri-Sun 2:20, 9:00; Mon-Thu
2:30

Beauty and the Beast Fri-Sun 10:55am, 12:40, 4:00,
5:40, 7:15, 10:40; Mon-Thu 10:55am, 12:40, 4:00,
5:40, 7:15

The Karate Kid Sun 2:00, Wed 2:00, 7:00
Kong: Skull Island 3D Fri-Wed 3:35
Kong: Skull Island Fri-Sun 10:50am, 12:45, 1:55,
4:45, 6:25, 7:35, 9:25, 10:25’ Mon-Thu 0:50am,
12:45, 1:55, 4:45, 6:25, 7:35

Logan Fri-Sat 12:50, 2:25, 4;10, 5:45, 7:25, 9:05,
10:35; Mon-Wed 12:50, 2:25, 4;10, 5:45, 7:25; Thu
12:50, 2:25, 4:10, 7:25

The Shack Fri-Sat 12:55, 4:05, 7:05, 10:10; Sun
7:05, 10:10; Mon-Tue 12:55, 4:05, 7:05; Thu 12:55

Get Out Fri-Sun 12:05, 2:40, 5:20, 7:55, 10:30; Mon-
Thu 12:05, 2:40, 5:20, 7:55

Lion Fri-Thu 11:15am

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

CHIPS Fri-Thu 10:55, 1:45, 4:35, 7:25, 10:15
Life Fri-Thu 10:25, 1:20, 4:15, 7:10, 10:05
Power Rangers Fri-Sat 10:00am, 11:05am, 12:10,
1:10, 2:15, 3:20, 4:20, 5:25, 6:30, 7:30, 8:35, 9:40,
10:40, 11:45; Sun-Thu 0:00am, 11:05am, 12:10,
1:10, 2:15, 3:20, 4:20, 5:25, 6:30, 7:30, 8:35, 9:40,
10:40

The Belko Experiment Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:40, 5:20, 8:00,
10:35; Thu call for showtimes

Beauty and the Beast 3D Fri-Thu 12:00, 4:00, 6:40,
10:40

Beauty and the Beast Fri-Sat 10:00am, 10:40am,
11:20am, 12:40, 1:20, 2:00, 2:40, 3:20, 4:40, 5:20,
6:00, 7:20, 8:00, 8:40, 9:20, 10:00, 11:20,
12:01am; Sun-Wed 10:00am, 10:40am, 11:20am,
12:40, 1:20, 2:00, 2:40, 3:20, 4:40, 5:20, 6:00,

7:20, 8:00, 8:40, 9:20, 10:00; Thu call for
showtimes

Kong: Skull Island 3D Fri-Wed 2:50, 9:10; Thu call for
showtimes

Kong: Skull Island Fri-Wed 11:40am, 1:15, 4:25,
6:00, 7:35, 10:45; Thu call for showtimes

Logan Fri-Wed 12:15, 3:45, 7:15, 10:45; Thu call for
showtimes

The Shack Fri-Wed 12:20, 3:40, 7:00, 10:20; Thu call
for showtimes

Get Out Fri-Wed 10:55am, 1:50, 4:45, 7:40, 10:35;
Thu call for showtimes

The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Wed 10:10; Thu call for
showtimes

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom Tue 7:00,
7:45

Sixteen Candles Mon 7:00, 7:30
Megamind Fri 10:30am
Power Rangers Fri 1:00, 4:30, 7:45, 11:00; Sat-Sun
10:00am, 1:00, 4:30, 7:45, 11:00; Mon-Wed 1:00,
4:30, 7:45, 11:00; Thu 1:00, 4:30, 6:30, 11:00

Life Fri-Mon 10:30am, 12:45, 3;30, 6:30, 11:30; Tue
11:15am, 12:45, 3:30, 6:30, 11:30; Wed-Thu
10:30am, 12:45, 3;30, 6:30, 11:30

CHIPS Fri-Thu 11:15am, 2:00, 4:45, 7:30, 9:15, 10:15
Beauty and the Beast Fri-Sun 9:30am, 10:30am,
11:15am, 12:30, 1:45, 2:30, 3:45, 4:15, 5:00,
6:00, 7:00, 8:15, 9:30, 10:15; Mon 10:30am,
11:15am, 12:30, 1:45, 2:30, 3:45, 4:15, 5:00,
6:00, 7:15, 8:15, 9:30, 10:15; Tue 10:30am,
11:30am, 12;30, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 5:00, 7:00,
8:15, 9:30, 10:15, 11:00; Wed-Thu 10:30am,
11:15am, 12:30, 1:45, 2:30, 3:45, 4:15, 5:00,
6:00, 7:00, 8:15, 9:30, 10:15

Kong: Skull Island Fri-Sun 9:45am, 1:15, 7:30,
10:30; Mon 10:00am, 1:15, 10:30; Tue 10:00am,
2:00, Wed 10:00am, 1:15, 7:30, 10:30, Thu
10:00am, 1:15, 10:30

Logan Fri-Sun 12:00, 3:30, 7:00, 10:30; Mon-Tue
12:00, 3:30, 10:30, Wed 12:00, 3:30, 7:00, 10:30;
Thu 12:00, 3:30, 10:30

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

Ghostland: The View of the Ju’Hoansi Fri-Mon 4:00,
6:00

Staying Vertical Fri-Mon 8:00
Chasing the Light Fri-Sat 10:30
Babe: Pig in the City Sat-Sun 12:00
Anatahan Tue-Thu 4:30, 6:30
American Fable Tue-Thu 8:30

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

Life Fri-Thu 10:35am, 11:45am, 12;45, 2:10, 3:10,
4:35, 5:35, 7:00, 8:00, 9:25, 10:30

CHIPS Fri-Thu 10:30am, 12:50, 3:10, 5:30, 7:50,
10:10, 10:30

Power Rangers Fri-Thu 10:15, 11:35am, 1:00, 2:20,
3:45, 4:00, 5:05, 6:30, 7:00, 7:50, 9:15, 10:00,
10:35

Beauty and the Beast 3D Fri-Wed 2:15; Thu call for
showtimes

Beauty and the Beast Fri-Wed 10:30am, 11:15am,
11:30am, 1:15, 2:00, 3:50, 4:45, 5:00, 6:45, 7:30,
7:45, 9:30, 10:15; Thu call for showtimes

Kong: Skull Island Fri-Wed 10:45am, 1:25, 4:05,
6:45, 9:25; Thu call for showtimes

Logan Fri-Wed 12:10, 3:20, 6:30, 9:40; Thu call for
showtimes

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

Rogue One: A Star Wars Story 3D Fri-Thu 3:10, 10:15

Rogue One: A Star Wars Story Fri-Thu 11:30am, 7:00
Fences Fri-Thu 12:50, 4:20, 8:00
Rings Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:00, 4:50, 7:40, 10:30
xXx: Return of Xander Cage Fri-Thu 1:00, 3:50, 6:50,
10:00

Arrival Fri-Thu 9:50
Sing Fri-Thu 11:00am, 12:20, 1:40, 3:20, 4:30, 7:20,
10:10

Monster Trucks Fri-Thu 11:10am, 1:50, 4:40, 7:30,
10:20

Passengers Fri-Thu 6:30
Moana Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:00, 6:20, 9:20

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

Rogue One: A Star Wars Story 3D Fri-Thu 11:00am,
2:05, 5:15, 8:25

Rogue One: A Star Wars Story Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:40,
6:50, 10:00

Fences Fri-Thu 11:40am, 3:00, 6:20, 9:40
Katamarayudu Fri-Thu 9:00
Rings Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:20, 5:00
xXx: Return of Xander Cage Fri-Thu 3:30, 9:30
Why Him? Fri-Thu 12:40, 6:40
Sing Fri-Thu 1:30, 4:20, 7:10, 9:50
Monster Trucks Fri-Thu 1:40, 4:30, 7:20, 10:10
Moana Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:50, 4:40, 7:30, 10:20

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

Life Fri-Thu 1:05, 4:00, 6:55, 9:50
CHIPS Fri-Thu 11:05am, 1:50, 4:35, 7:20, 10:05
Power Rangers Fri-Thu 11:00am, 2:15, 5:30, 8:45
Beauty and the Beast 3D Fri-Thu 11:05am, 3:20,
5:35, 9:55

Beauty and the Beast Fri-Thu 12:05, 1:05, 2:20, 4:20,
6:40, 7:35, 8:55

Kong: Skull Island 3D Fri-Thu 12:30, 6:35
Kong: Skull Island Fri-Wed 11:00am, 2:15, 3:25,
5:25, 8:30, 9:45; Thu 11:00am, 2:15, 3:25, 9:45

Logan Fri-Wed 11:00am, 12:30, 2:20, 4:00, 5:55,
7:30, 9:35; Thu 11:00am, 12:30, 2:20, 4:00, 7:30

The Shack Fri-Thu 11:15am, 2:40, 5:50, 9:10 
Get Out Fri-Thu 12:50, 3:35, 6:25, 9:15
The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30,
7:15, 10:00

A Dog’s Purpose Fri-Thu 12:25, 3;10, 5:50, 8:30

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

Green Room Fri-Sat 6:00, 8:00; Sun 1:00, 3:00

UNM MIDWEEK MOVIES
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-4706

Passengers Tues 8:00; Wed 4:00, 7:00; Thu 3:30

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Power Rangers Fri-Sun 10:30am, 1:30, 4;30, 7:30,
10:30, 10:50, 1:0, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00

Life Fri-Sun 11:00am, 11:30am, 1:45, 2;15, 4:30,
5:00, 7:10, 7:50, 9:50, 10:40; Mon-Thu call for
showtimes

CHIPS Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:50, 4:50, 7:35, 10:20;
Mon-Thu call for showtimes

The Belko Experiment Fri-Sun 8:10, 10:40; Mon-Thu
call for showtimes

Beauty and the Beast: An IMAX 3D Experience Fri-
Sun 1:15, 7:15, 10:15; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Beauty and the Beast 3D Fri-Sun 1:30, 4:30, 7:30,
10:30; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Beauty and the Beast Fri-Sun 12:15, 1;45, 2:15,
3:10, 3:15, 4;45, 5;15, 6;15, 6:25, 7:45, 9:15,
10:45; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Kong: Skull Island 3D Fri-Sun 11:55am, 9:15; Mon-
Thu call for showtimes

Kong: Skull Island Fri-Sun 1:25, 4:25, 7:25, 10:25;
Mon-Thu call for showtimes

The Shack Fri-Sun 11:45am, 3:10, 6:40, 9:50; Mon-
Thu call for showtimes

Logan Fri-Sun 12:30, 3:50, 7:15, 10:35; Mon-Thu call
for showtimes

The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Sun 11:40am, 2:25,
5:10; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Get Out Fri-Sun 11:40am, 2:25, 5:10; Mon-Thu call for
showtimes

210 Yale SE  |  505.268.0044  |  Student discounts and Rush tickets available!  |  TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLINE: OUTPOSTSPACE.ORG

BOBBY BRADFORD- 
VINNY GOLIA QUARTET 
Trumpet-Woodwind Avant 
Masters 

ROUST THE HOUSE 
Teen performance night
A Women’s Night Feature in 
honor of Women & Creativity 
month

ABQ GRAND SLAM 
POETRY SLAM 
CHAMPIONSHIP

DAVID MURRAY-KAHIL 
EL’ ZABAR DUO 
Saxophone & Percussion 
Modern Music Masters

THUR
MAR
30

FRI
MAR
31

SAT
APR
1

SUN
APR
9

7:30PM

7:30PM

7:30PM

7:30PM
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MUSIC | INTERVIEW

BY AUGUST MARCH

W
e talked about music. After the years
wipe this away, if you still remember it in
your head, you can say we talked about

music.
And the people who trod through my door

came to talk about music. Sometimes they
brought their instruments with them. Other
times they carried just their memories and
their words. And the ephemera, like photos,
CDs, tear sheets, one sheets, et cetera always
followed along, as if by a magic meant to guide
the perceptions of those encountered along
the artists’ paths.
Those instances were planned as a way to

reveal something essential about the musicians
who came to talk to me and therefore, to you.
In the case of Delphia Giovanni, mostly of

Santa Fe but now leading an R&B soaked
entrada into Burque’s music scene—she’ll be at
the Draft Station (1720 Central SW) on
Friday, March 24, with a solo set—some of
that essential something remains mysterious,
even as her music and output reach beyond
the rarefied realms around the Rio Grande,
even as her identity as a musician and artist, as
a survivor, gathers strength from doing.
Delphia spent her early professional life as

someone else, an East-Coast Nashville
transplant with starry eyes and a take on the
scene that combined equal parts folk and
down-home country flavors to great effect.
The only problem with that was her encounter
with sexual assault, a traumatic event that
cascaded through her life as she abandoned
her burgeoning career and returned home to
become enveloped in a web of loss, depression
and addiction.
Ultimately she put all that aside and broke

through that rusty cage, heading out West,
reinventing herself and her music in the
process. Now she is a jazzer named Delphia.
She’s getting ready for a summer tour that
includes a band of notable, nay legendary local
sidemen: guitarist Dimi DiSanti, drummer
Douglas Cardwell and bassist Stephen Dewave
Peace.
This is her story though; this is what she

told me when we sat down for coffee last week
in my office.
And just so you know, before the interview

started, the office dog, who is named The
News, came and sat in between Delphia and
her agent as they waited on the couch in my
office. That was a lighthearted and
enchantingly pure moment, much like what
followed as we conversed.

Weekly Alibi: Who is Delphia?
Delphia Giovanni: I began writing and
recording in my early teens. I had rare
opportunities to audition for people like

Claude Davis and
Quincy Jones and
toured up and down
the East Coast,
singer-songwriter
style. In my late
teens or early
twenties I
transitioned and
moved to Nashville
to further my
songwriting career.
A few months into
being there, I
suffered a sexual
assault. Essentially,
that caused me to
quit music for 10
years. In that time,
there was
pharmaceutical
abuse.

So, you packed up
and went home?
When I was in
Nashville I was
engaged to a very
devout Christian man. When he discovered
what happened, he decided I should quit
music. Somehow, he believed that me being in
music was going to lead to this happening
again and again.

You both decided that?
No, he decided. I was so traumatized, so
shattered, it seemed good to make it go away.
So he decided we wouldn’t speak about it, we
wouldn’t talk about it. “This didn’t happen,
you’re not going to do music anymore,” he
said. “We’re going to go off and have a family
and a picket fence …” He didn’t want his
parents to know that I wasn’t a virgin, he was
very fundamentalist.

That sucks. I am sorry, I don’t know what to
say… [Sexual abuse is] a real and really
horrible part of the music business, I’m
ashamed to say.
It happens in the entertainment industry all
around, actresses, models, that’s what I’ve
found coming out of it, and it took me 10 years
to soul search, to heal.

And you weren’t Delphia yet.
No. I had the name my mama gave me. And
so what ended up happening in Nashville is
my fiancé left me to join the Air Force. He
was done with the whole thing. He never got
over what happened. That traumatized me
further. So I moved back to rural Pennsylvania
to live with my folks. I continued on that
[downward] spiral of pharmaceutical abuse.

Delphia is Here, Now
The eternal return as reincarnation

What turned all
that around for
you? I mean, I
gotta say you don’t
strike me as a
troubled person, in
fact you’re
vivacious, full of
life, more so than
even me, the king
of the disheveled,
getting it together
at the last minute.
[Delphia laughs]
About two and

a half or three years
ago, I just—at that
point I was a
zombie, I had
moved here in 2010
and taken a job as
the music director
for a church—was
doing enough
maintain the façade
that I was
functioning, but I
would just go home

and get high. I was not living. Just existing.
Finally, I decided I didn’t want to live like that
anymore. The less favorable option was just
not to be here anymore. Or there was the pull
yourself out of this dive option. Face all of this
stuff head-on. It took me a year and a half to
wean myself off all the medications.
In doing that, there was a newfound clarity.

I was making music at work, but I wasn’t
creating. So the first thing I did was deal with
the assault through my music … very painful
and difficult, but it sparked something in me,
it was cathartic, it was the most effective and
the cheapest therapy I have ever found.

That’s the thing about music, it’s not just a
balm, it’s actively therapeutic.
Absolutely. I was connecting the spiritual to
the earthly and getting it all out. That comes
out in the music, especially the song
“Blooming Roses,” which was also featured in
a New Mexican film about sex trafficking
called Cuts, by Antonio Weiss. That debuted
at the Santa Fe Film Festival this year.
Antonio just happened to hear me performing
out—another skill that I spent a couple of
years preparing for—after I finished recording
another song called “Let You Go.”

It sounds like you’ve been making a natural
upward progression.
I was diving back into who I was, who I had
been, prior to the assault. I was back in my
stride. Writing constantly, now performing too
… so this was me, finally picking up where I
left off. In the summer of 2015, my style began

to change. Prior to the creative gap, I was a
guitar player. There were twinges of folk rock
and country rock in there, but very much
centered on that guitar sound. But I began to
write from the piano. The playing and the
singing, being behind that, became a new
extension of my creative expression, I was
finding a new identity.

Is that identity more jazz-oriented?
More jazz, soul, R&B, so yeah. I’m finding
there’s a lushness—though I still love guitar—
that I’m able to really harness, to create more
of a tapestry of sounds that includes the voice
… There’s a rhythmic element … I can be
more emotional in the way I play. Finding that
new source of creative interaction and
creation was paramount for me becoming
Delphia. I wasn’t just coming back to
composing music, I found a new voice.

What has the audience response been like?
What I’m finding now is that when people
hear this new music they really respond
positively, especially other people in the
survivor community. Whenever people have
been victimized, they can find their voice
through my music. That’s the reason I do this.
I want to create something that connects
people in a way that’s bigger than any
individual, that creates a dialogue, not just
among women, not just about sexual assault
survivors but among all of us. One listener said
I was able to capture what she was feeling;
that’s overwhelming, but in a really beautiful
way. When you realize [we’re all] healing
together, that’s an important moment in life
… expressing that musically is a challenge.

How do those views relate to where you’re
headed artistically?
The goal with any piece of art you create is
that you do it for you, but something is
released. It is shared. You want to share it.
Sometimes people resonate with that piece of
art, if that happens at a local level or a
regional or national level—I don’t want to be
known, my story is not unique. But it is my
story and if I can find a way to share it—I have
a platform to start a dialogue with other
people—then I want to be a voice for the
voiceless, those who have suffered trauma. If
people find a connection through my music,
that enables me to keep on doing it.

That’s so cool. a

Delphia will be touring with her band and as a solo
act this summer, raising the funds to record her

debut album with four-time Grammy award-winning
producer Larry Klein.

Visit http://www.pledgemusic.com/artists/delphia
for more information

Delphia COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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Thursday MARCH 23 8:00pm Doors

Saturday MARCH 25 8:00pm Doors

Friday MARCH 24 8:00pm Doors

Sunday MARCH 26 7:00pm Doors

Thursday MARCH 30 6:30pm Doors

Tuesday MARCH 28 7:00pm Doors

Friday MARCH 31 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday MARCH 29 8:00pm Doors

DJ CLOUT
SMB CINEMATICA

SOUL SOUP BANDIT LORDZ

THE RIDDIMS
ANNIVERSARY SHOW!

WAKE SELF  VIBESTRONG
DJ JETTI NASTY

KHEMMIS
HANTA  BREAK THE EARTH  WULFF

HORSE THE BAND
INFINITY SHRED  GRAF ORLOCK

BATHHOUSE

I SEE STARS
ECHOS  PAINTED PROMISES

SCARLESS

BLACK JOE LEWIS & THE HONEYBEARS
DAMS OF THE WEST

CHELSEA GRIN
ICE NINE KILLS  GIDEON

ENTERPRISE EARTH

CRIME LAB  MEDVEDI
THE MARCH DIVIDE  KID DINOSAUR

Saturday APRIL 1 8:00pm Doors

SUPERGIANT
SUSPENDED PRISM BITCH

Wednesday MARCH 22 4:00pm Doors

Saturday MARCH 25 8:00pm Doors

ALL DRINKS $1 OFF!!

LOW SPIRITS OPEN MIC NIGHT
Friday MARCH 24 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday MARCH 29 4:00pm Doors
ALL DRINKS $1 OFF!!

LOW SPIRITS OPEN MIC NIGHT

Monday MARCH 27 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday MARCH 28 7:00pm Doors

Wednesday MARCH 29 8:00pm Doors

CALI SHAW  3RD SEVEN
DMITRI (DIG) GLOVER  HERMINA JEAN

MOONSHINE BLIND
DIRTY BROWN JUG BAND

THE KEGALS  VIOLENT DISCHORD
PUNCTURED MUFFLER  SILENT CRUSH

HIGH STREET RITUAL
THE MANZANARES BROTHERS
HIGH DESERT PIPES & DRUMS

 MATT JONES  DANNY THE HARP
MONIQUE CANDELARIA  KHALIL

TRUCKFIGHTERS
YAWNING MAN  THE HORNED GOD



Desert Luau with 
Comfort Animals and 

a host of DJs.
T-Rextasy with Mount Ivy, 

Emma Lee Toyoda and 
Vasillus. HAPPY HOUR w/ 

The MLC.

Krashkarma & The 
Ground Beneath with 
Scars Blue and Vajra.
Easter Teeth with Sweet 

Nothing and the Old Devils. 
HAPPY HOUR w/ The 

Gershom Brothers. 

The Bastards with 
Typical Hairless Ape, 

Punctured Muffler and 
the Crunch Buries.

22TH/8PM

23TH/6-9PM

24TH/8PM

25TH/6-9PM

26TH/8PM

28TH/8PM
Hydrant with Bronze 

and Red Mesa.
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THURSDAY MARCH 23
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Tylor Brandon •
acoustic, variety • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE T-Rextasy • garage, punk • Mount Ivy •
space rock • Emma Lee Toyoda • 9pm • FREE • See Event Horizon

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Corey Leal • country, folk, blues • 6pm •
FREE

CLUB CANANAS Chicos De Barrio • Latin • 8pm • $0-$25

THE CRAFTROOM Lilah Rose • indie, singer-songwriter • 7pm •
FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Nathan Dean & The Damn Band • country •
9pm • $5

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Kreator • thrash metal • 6pm • $20 •
ALL-AGES!

NOB HILL BAR & GRILL Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANTA FE BREWING CO. Seth Hoffman • folk, acoustic • 8pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Sean Farley • blues • 6pm • FREE

SISTER DJ Leftovers • soul, vinyl • 9pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Jason Gordon • variety • 8pm •
FREE

FRIDAY MARCH 24
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM John Suesy • variety •
5:30pm • Vintage Brew • rock • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE KrashKarma • hard rock • The Ground
Beneath • metal • Scars Blue • Vajra • 9pm • FREE

THE CO-OP Acceptable Losses • rock, folk, indie • Crushed •
Eugene • Decent Exposure • Audibly Spectral • 7pm • $8 • ALL-AGES!

THE CRAFTROOM Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic • 7pm • FREE

CRASH MUSIC, Aztec Coco Montoya Band • blues, rock • 7:30pm •
$20-$25

DIRTY BOURBON Nathan Dean & The Damn Band • country •
9pm • $5

DRAFT STATION Delphia Giovanna • singer-songwriter • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES! • See Music Interview.

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Gonzalo • Spanish,
country • 9pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD The Riddims • roots, rock, reggae • Wake Self • hip-
hop • Vibestrong • DJ Jetti Nasty • 9pm • $8

LOW SPIRITS Moonshine Blind • rock • Dirty Brown Jug Band •
9pm • $5

MARBLE BREWERY Pherkad • funk, garage rock • 7pm • FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Doug Muchmore • Western, acoustic •
1:30pm • Frankly Scarlet • rock • 6pm • FREE

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Great Electric Quest • Prey For Kali • stoner
rock • Skulldron • metal, rock • Hydrant • 9pm

ROCK AND BREWS ABQ Kindred Green • accoustic, alternative
rock • 8pm • FREE

SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL The Incredible Woodpeckers •
rock, blues, reggae • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER C.L. Smooth • Vice Souletric • DJ Clout • rap, hip-hop •
8pm • $20

SATURDAY MARCH 25
THE BARLEY ROOM Delux • rock • 8:30pm • FREE

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Jeff Noel • acoustic
guitar • 5:30pm • Pat Reyes Trio • jazz, pop • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE Easter Teeth • punk, noise • Sweet Nothing •
Oldevils • 9pm • FREE

THE CO-OP Kurt Travis • alternative rock • Eidola • Amarrionette •
7pm • $10 • ALL-AGES! • See Event Horizon

THE COOPERAGE Son Como Son • Cuban salsa • 9:30pm • $7

THE CRAFTROOM Burque Sol • reggae • 7pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Nathan Dean & The Damn Band • country •
9pm • $5

DRAFT STATION People of the Sun • poetry • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Gonzalo • Spanish,
country • 9pm • FREE

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE DJ Aztech Sol • Latin, salsa • 10pm

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO Shawn Barker • Johnny Cash tribute •
8pm • $10-$20

LAUNCHPAD Khemmis • Hanta • stoner rock • Break The Earth •
Marte Wulff • 9pm • $6

LOW SPIRITS High Street Ritual • rock • The Manzanares Brothers •
High Desert Pipes and Drums • Matt Jones • folk, acoustic • Danny
the Harp • variety • Monique Candelaria • Khalil • 8pm

MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Jenna Dunlap • singer-songwriter •
Keith Sanchez & the Moon Thieves • folk • 7pm • FREE • See
Event Horizon

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Son of Hweéldi • rock, country •
8pm • FREE

SISTER Brotherhood Soundsystem • DJ Breakaway • reggae • 9pm •
$5

STONE FACE TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Eryn Bent • country, folk,
Americana • 5pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Andrew Martinez • variety •
8pm • FREE

YANNI’S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL Temporary Tattoos • folk,
acoustic rock • 7:30pm • FREE

SUNDAY MARCH 26
BURTS TIKI LOUNGE The Bastards • punk rock • Typical Hairless
Ape • Punctured Muffler • Crunch Buries • 7pm • FREE

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Keith Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-song-
writer, Latin • 3pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Carter Winter • country • 7pm • $10

KELLY’S BREW PUB Pigment • rock, variety • 3pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Horse the Band • Nintendocore, metalcore • Infinity
Shred • Graf Orlock • Bathhouse • 8pm • $12

MONDAY MARCH 27
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Singing Pilgrims •
folk, country • Ceilidh • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LOW SPIRITS The Kegals • Violent Dischord • Punctured Muffler •
Silent Crush • metal, punk rock • 9pm • $5

SISTER Power Trip • metal, punk • Destruction Unit • Primal Rite •
8pm • $12

TUESDAY MARCH 28
BURTS TIKI LOUNGE Hyrdant • Bronze • Red Mesa • rock • 9pm •
FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Nuevo Martes • New Mexican, country, Western •
9pm

LAUNCHPAD I See Stars • electronicore • Echoes • post-hardcore •
Painted Promises • Scarless • metal • 7:30pm • $15

LOW SPIRITS Cali Shaw Band • indie, folk, Americana • 3rd Seven •
Dmitri Glover • Hermina Jean • 7pm • $5

SISTER Snailmate • Nite Kidz • 10pm • FREE

SUNSHINE THEATER Mayday Parade • pop punk • Knuckle Puck •
Milestones • 7:30pm • $25

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Caroline Reese • country, folk,
rock • 1pm • FREE

WEDNESDAY MARCH 29
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • variety •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE Drinking Buddies • hip-hop • Moe Hendrix •
Lux Pro • 9pm • FREE

KELLY’S BREW PUB Lilah Rose • pop, singer-songwriter • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Black Joe Lewis & The Honeybears • soul, funk,
blues • Dams of the West • indie • 9pm • $15

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Sloan Armitage • acoustic, singer-
songwriter • 8:30pm • FREE

Calendar |MusiC

MUSIC
CALENDAR
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*Sale ends 04/02/17. While supplies last. R. Greenleaf reserves the right to alter this promotion as seen fit. Medicine grown 
by other LNPP’s and sold by R. Greenleaf may not be specially priced. Price advertised does not inlcude tax. 

Photo credit - Sergio Salvador - at RGO Midtown. ©2017 All rights reserved. R. Greenleaf Organics, Inc.

(505) 510-1717 • WWW.RGREENLEAF.COM

NOB HILL
4014 Central Ave. SE

Albuquerque, NM 87108

MIDTOWN
4414 Menaul Blvd. NE Suite 1

Albuquerque, NM 87110

NE HEIGHTS
9821 Montgomery Blvd. NE Suite A

Albuquerque, NM 87111

WESTSIDE 
5201 Ouray Rd. NW  Suite E

Albuquerque, NM 87120

NORTH COORS 
9421 Coors Blvd. NW Suite C

Albuquerque, NM 87114

NOW OPEN IN THE 
NE HEIGHTS! 

R. Greenleaf is excited to announce our newest clinic is 
open for business! Located in the North East Heights of 

Albuquerque, this location is open 7-days a week. Stop by this 
week and say hello to some of your favorite Peer Educators!

Don’t forget! From now until April 2nd all flower medicine 
at all R. Greenleaf locations is $10 per gram!*  

GRANTS 
411 W. Santa Fe Ave. Suite 1

Grants, NM 87020

FREE TO LISTEN
AND REPLY TO ADS

Free Code: 
Weekly Alibi

FIND REAL GAY MEN NEAR YOU

(505) 268-1111
www.megamates.com   18+

Albuquerque:
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BakeD GooDS | CaNNaBiS NewS By joSHUa Lee

T
he Roundhouse wrapped up the 2017
legislative session last Saturday. This year
was particularly exciting for those of us in

the cannabis community. Not only for the
number of bills aimed at positive policy
reform, but also for the huge support shown
in the community at large and especially
in the local media, where a distinct
turn in public opinion has become
apparent.
I have to warn you: There isn’t much
good news when it comes to the
actual legislation. But keep in
mind that despite our lawmakers’
inability to tailor policy to our needs
and wishes, the public outcry
against the current state of
cannabis laws in New Mexico was
loud enough to make it into every
corner of local media this year, and
our voices can’t be ignored forever.

Legalization Bill Goes Belly-
Up
At the end of February, following more than
two hours of debate, House Bill 89—which
would have legalized the recreational use of
cannabis for adults over the age of 21—was
soundly voted down 9-1 by the House Business
and Industry Committee.
Let’s be honest, here. Everyone knew the bill
would fail once it reached Gov. Susana
Martinez—who would have likely exercised
her power to veto the bill if it had been
approved—but to see it devastated before it
even crossed her desk is disheartening, to say
the least. I am especially grossed out by our
lawmakers’ ability to show such a bipartisan
distaste for public opinion.
Their reasons for shooting it down: They
weren’t convinced legalization would help to
curb illegal trafficking, they were concerned
about drug use amongst young people (despite
the fact that the proposed bill specified that
the law was for adults over 21) and they were
worried about the recently clarified anti-
cannabis stance taken by Attorney General
Jeff Sessions. 
I bet they’re feeling pretty dumb about it right
now, though. 
Get this: Sessions told local, state and federal
law enforcement officials in Richmond, Va.
last Wednesday that “the Cole Memorandum
set up some policies under President Obama’s
Department of Justice about how cases should
be selected in those states and what would be
appropriate for federal prosecution, much of
which I think is valid.” (The Cole
Memorandum protects states where cannabis
has been legalized from prosecution as long as
they are following an effective regulation
policy.)

Cannabis in the
Legislative Session

I wonder if those weaklings in the Roundhouse
are moping yet about missing out on a multi-
million dollar industry because they were
afraid of the Trump bogey man. (I should
probably point out that I, too, was afraid of the
bogeyman—proven by an article I wrote
earlier this month. Let’s never speak of it
again.)

Martinez Vetoes Hemp
Bill
Without even having the decency
to give any reason for the move,
Gov. Martinez vetoed House Bill
144, which would have
legalized state-regulated
industrial hemp. The bill
would have authorized the

state Department of Agriculture
to oversee the production of hemp
plants for research purposes. Hemp

is the name given to cannabis plants
cultivated to have low-THC yields for use in
industrial materials like fibers, textiles,
insulation materials and animal food. State
Democrats have rejected the governor’s veto,
though, saying it was invalid. They say the
governor is legally obligated to explain her
reasons behind the veto within a specific time
period. She failed to do so. What happens next
is anyone’s guess, since this is something that’s
never happened before. If the matter isn’t
resolved, it will be taken before the New
Mexico Supreme Court.

No Luck with
Decriminalization
SB 258, sponsored by Senator Joseph
Cervantes, D-Las Cruces, which woud have
decriminalized cannabis possession, failed to
pass. If it had passed, possession of less than a
half ounce of cannabis or drug paraphernalia
would have resulted in a (non-criminal)
penalty assessment with a fine of $50. I guess
we don’t mind keeping people locked in cages
for the use of a harmless plant that millions of
people partake in daily. According to a
forecast the New Mexico Sentencing
Commission released last summer, the state’s
inmate population will rise from 7,518 in fiscal
year 2016 to 7,663 by fiscal year 2018.
Meanwhile, the rest of the country is seeing a
trend of prison populations decreasing. Ah,
progress.
I’d like to be irritated about these miserable
legislative results. I really would. But the truth
is I already knew none of them would make it.
I mean, no one ever said ours was a
progressive, forward-looking state that actually
cared about its citizens’ health and happiness.
This is New Mexico, after all. a

505-508-5575
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Doctor & Clinical 
Psychologist on 
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Clinical Assessment 
Services

MEDICAL CANNABIS
PROGRAM
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 for Medical Cannabis Cards 

Are you suffering from symptoms of a 
traumatic experience?  
You may be suffering from PTSD. 

 

 

PTSD EVALUATIONS 

(505) 299-7873 
www.PTSDpsychiatrist.com 

Albuquerque-Area Psychologists On Duty 
 

Zia Health & Wellness Medical Cannabis Program 
5401 Lomas Blvd NE, Ste. C | Albuquerque 87110 

 

The lowest prices for 
medical cannabis 

certifications! 

Walk-ins are welcome!
Call today (505) 200-9562

$65 for renewals
$99 for new patients

15% o� for all Veterans

*The Doc can sign all renewals (including PTSD) and most new patients (PTSD needs diagnosis within the last year). The Doc is 
a contracted employee. RGO cannot sign people up for the NMMCP.  ©2017 All rights reserved. R. Greenleaf Organics, Inc.
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Of course you want to
get the best of everything. But that doesn’t mean you
should disdain cheap thrills that are more interesting
and gratifying than the expensive kind. And of course
you enjoy taking risks. But there’s a big difference
between gambling that’s spurred by superstitious
hunches and gambling rooted in smart research. And
of course you’re galvanized by competition. But why
fritter away your competitive fire on efforts to
impress people? A better use of that fire is to use it to
hone your talents and integrity

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): If you own an
untamable animal like a bull, the best way to manage it
is to provide a fenced but spacious meadow where it
can roam freely. So said famous Zen teacher Shunryu
Suzuki, using a metaphor to address how we might
deal with the unruly beasts in our own psyches. This is
excellent advice for you right now, Taurus. I’d hate to
see you try to quash or punish your inner wild thing.
You need its boisterous power! It will be a fine ally if
you can both keep it happy and make it work for you.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): If I were to provide a
strict interpretation of the astrological omens, I’d
advise you to party hardy and rowdy and strong and
often! I’d suggest that you attend a raging bash or
convivial festivity once every day. And if that were
logistically impossible, I’d advise you to stage your
own daily celebrations, hopefully stocked with the
most vivacious and stimulating people you can find.
But I recognize that this counsel may be too extreme
for you to honor. So I will simply invite you to party
hardy and rowdy and strong at least twice a week for
the next four weeks. It’s the medicine you need.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You are on the verge
of achieving a sly victory over the part of you that is
unduly meek and passive. I believe that in the coming
weeks you will rise up like a resourceful hero and at
least half-conquer a chronic fear. A rumbling streak of
warrior luck will flow through you, enabling you to kill
off any temptation you might have to take the easy
way out. Congratulations in advance, my fellow
Cancerian! I have rarely seen our tribe have so much
power to triumph over our unconscious attraction to
the victim role.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Leo journal entry,
Thursday: Am too settled and stale and entrenched.
Feeling urges to get cheeky and tousled. Friday: So
what if I slept a little longer and arrived late? Who
cares if the dishes are piling up in the sink? I hereby
refuse law and order. Saturday: I’m fantasizing about
doing dirty deeds. I’m thinking about breaking the
taboos. Sunday: Found the strangest freshness in a
place I didn’t expect to. Sometimes chaos is kind of
cute and friendly. Monday: The nagging voice of the
taskmaster in my head is gone. Ding-dong. Let
freedom ring!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): William Boyd writes
novels which require him to do copious research about
the real-world milieus he wants his fictional
characters to inhabit. For example, to ensure the
authenticity of his book Waiting for Sunrise, he found
out what it was like to live in Vienna in 1913. He
compares his process of searching for juicy facts to
the feeding habits of a blue whale: engorging huge
amounts of seawater to strain out the plankton that
are good to eat. Ninety percent of the information he
wades through is irrelevant, but the rest is tasty and
nourishing. I suspect you’ll thrive on a similar
approach in the coming weeks, Virgo. Be patient as
you search for what’s useful.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Here’s a new word for
you: enantiodromia. It’s what happens when
something turns into its opposite. It’s nature’s attempt
to create equilibrium where there has been imbalance.
Too much no becomes yes, for example. A
superabundance of yin mutates into yang, or an
overemphasis on control generates chaos. Flip-flops
like these tend to be messy if we resist them, but
interesting if we cooperate. I figure that’s your choice
right now. Which will it be? The latter, I hope. PS: The
reversals that you consciously co-create may not be

perfect. But even if they are baffling, I bet they will
also be amusing and magnificent.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): When I was 24, I lived
in rural North Carolina and had a job washing dishes in
a city four miles away. I was too poor to own a bicycle,
let alone a car. To get to work I had to trudge down
backroads where hostile dogs and drunk men in pick-
up trucks roamed freely. Luckily, I discovered the art
of psychic protection. At first I simply envisioned a
golden force field surrounding me. Later I added
visualizations of guardian animals to accompany me:
two friendly lions and two sheltering wolves. Maybe it
was just the placebo effect, but the experiment
worked. My allies made me brave and kept me safe.
You’re welcome to borrow them, Scorpio, or conjure
up your own version of spirit protectors. You’re not in
physical danger, but I suspect you need an extra layer
of protection against other people’s bad moods,
manipulative ploys and unconscious agendas.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): I’m not
suggesting you should listen to your heart with rapt
attention every waking minute for the next four
weeks. I don’t expect you to neglect the insights your
mind has to offer. But I would love to see you boost
your attunement to the intelligent organ at the center
of your chest. You’re going to need its specific type of
guidance more than ever in the coming months. And at
this particular moment, it is beginning to overflow with
wisdom that’s so rich and raw that it could unleash a
series of spiritual orgasms.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): The empty space
at the end of this sentence has intentionally been left
blank.       ___________________________. The serene hiatus you
just glided through comes to you courtesy of Healing
Silence, an ancient form of do-it-yourself therapy.
Healing Silence is based on the underappreciated
truth that now and then it’s restorative to just shut up
and abstain from activity for a while. (As you know,
the world is crammed with so much noise and frenzy
that it can be hard to hear yourself think—or even
feel.) With Healing Silence, you bask in a sanctuary of
sweet nothingness for as long as you need to. Please
try it sometime soon. Wrap yourself in the luxurious
void of Healing Silence.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): I hope you won’t
feel the need to say any of these things: 1) “I’m sorry I
gave you everything I had without making sure you
wanted it.” 2) “Will you please just stop asking me to
be so real.” 3) “I long for the part of you that you’ll
never give me.” Now here are things I hope you will
say sometime soon: 1) “I thrived because the fire
inside me burned brighter than the fire around me.”
(This declaration is lifted from novelist Joshua
Graham.) 2) “I’m having fun, even though it’s not the
same kind of fun everyone else is having.” (Borrowed
from author C.S. Lewis.) 3) “I’m not searching for who
I am. I’m searching for the person I aspire to be.”
(Stolen from author Robert Brault.)

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Are you fantasizing
more about what you don’t have and can’t do than
what you do have and can do? If so, please raise the
“do have” and “can do” up to at least 51 percent.
(Eighty percent would be better.) Have you been
harshly critiquing yourself more than you have been
gently taking care of yourself? If so, get your self-care
level up to at least 51 percent. (Eight-five percent is
better.) Are you flirting with a backward type of
courage that makes you nervous about what
everyone thinks of you and expects from you? If so, I
invite you to cultivate a different kind of courage at
least 51 percent of the time: courage to do what’s
right for you no matter what anyone thinks or
expects. (Ninety percent is better.) a

HOMEWORK: WHAT’S THE PART OF YOU THAT YOU
TRUST THE LEAST? COULD YOU COME TO TRUST IT

MORE? TESTIFY AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888
or (900) 950-7700.

We o�er a wide variety of high 
quality �ower, delicious, home 
made edible treats, medicated 

topical salves, tinctures and 
much more. 

Come in to meet our knowledg-
able, passionate and friendly sta�.
Do you have questions about how 

to get a medical card? 
Please call and make an 

appointment to see our licensed 
physician for an evaluation.

CBD Products are available to the 
public!

3600 Cutler Ave Ne
505-348-5599 W

1300 Luisa St Suite 1
505-216-9686

ALBUQUERQUE SANTA FE
NEW LOCATION
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Free Consultations 
5401 Lomas Blvd. NE #C Albuquerque, NM 87110 
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Legal Services
BANKRUPTCY CHAPTER 7 $200
Stop Garnishments FAST Payment
Plans Available!! Uncontested DV
from $199 505-688-0070

w
PERSONAL INJURY LAWYERS
Blazejewski & Hansen, LLC is a

local, woman-owned personal injury
law firm providing aggressive, ethical,
and personal representation for
injured New Mexicans. Car accidents,
motorcycle crashes, slips/trips/falls,
dog bites, and more. Free
consultation—no fee unless we win
your case. Call (505) 554-1660. On
the web at www.blazehansenlaw.com

Handyman Services

w
7 STAR ELECT-PLUMB &
HVAC

www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.net
505-332-8965 / Mike Bell / Owner
Electric, Plumbing, Heating & Cooling
- mikebell711@yahoo.com

Pet Services
LOST PUG DOG 3 yo male PUG lost
Feb 12 Fawn body with black face in

N E hts area REWARd call
Susan505 2567810 or 505
2219919

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ & FREE

PICK-UP! Highest CASH Prices Paid
In NM For Your Diabetic Test Strips
And FREE Pick-UP! Help
Others(Those Without Insurance) &
Make Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806
FOR SALEMarionettes, puppets,
dolls. http://kidstale-nm.com

Seminars/Workshops

w
FLAMENCO/FITNESS
CLASSES!GitanaÂ�s Dance

Garage Studio in Nob Hill,
beg/interm/adv. flamenco classes,
first class FREE! plus Flamenco
Fitness classes only $5/class!
more info:
amflamenkita@gmail.com

Instruments/Equipment

TAIKO DRUM Shime Daiko Drum,
rope tuned, stand and case, solid
oak body, $400 firm. 505-866-
4892

Announcements
JOHN V. KEMM
http://johnvkemm.com/

Studies
ABQ DRINQ STUDYWe are seeking
healthy individuals 22-55 years of
age who are moderate to heavy
drinkers for a study of how alcohol
use affects brain functioning. The
study involves four visits at the Mind
Research Network over 18 months
and each visit requires up to 8
hours, which can be split over
multiple days. You will be
compensated at the rate of
$20/hour for your participation. The
Mind Research Network is located
on the North Campus of University
of New Mexico. If you would like to
be considered for the study, please
call 505-633-4028 or email
abqdrinq@mrn.org. Please mention
âABQ DRINQ Studyâ. 

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o. M/F
for brain study. $20 per hour.

272-0769 (HRRC # 07-272).
STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Researchers at UNM, CASAA and
the Mind Research Network are
seeking people 21-50 years of age
who have experienced domestic
violence, rape, sexual assault, or
severe physical assault for a study
of the effects of traumatic stress on
emotions and urges to drink
alcohol. The study involves two
appointments at the Mind
Research Network for a total of
about 7 hours. We are looking for
people who donât have any
problems as well as those who do.
You will be compensated financially
for your participation. If you are
interested in participating or would
like more information, please call
505-925-2335 or email us at
casaastudy@gmail.com. HRRC#
13-327 

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o. M/F
with history of mental illness

for brain study. $20 per hour. 948-
3230 (HRRC # 13-637). 

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Real Estate

General Real Estate
w

DEACON PROPERTY
SERVICES Pristine and

available NOW! 1 and 2-

Wellness

w
REDUCE YOUR DRINKING?
New non-medication based

treatment program for heavy
drinking using brain stimulation
and mindfulness treatment. You
will be paid up to $400 for up to
28 hours of your time. Please call
505-750-0451 or email
abqresearch@unm.edu. 

Alternative Medicine
PREGNANCY AND POT SURVEY
If you used pot during pregnancy,

please take the time to do this
survey: https://goo.gl/lnE8MW 

Licensed Massage
MEDICAL/STRESS RELIEF
Medical/stress relief expertise.
Canadian trained Therapist. $60
w/ ad. Katrina LMT# 6855 506-
4016
innovative.massagetherapy.com
BEAUTIFUL MASSAGE 8210 La
Mirada NE Ste. 400. Call 505-
332-3339 LMT Lic. #5694.

w
AFFORDABLE MASSAGES
Thai,DeepTissue,Myofascial,

Employment
HOUSE CLEANERSMon-Fri,
Days. Weekly Pay. Up to
$10.70/hr. Car required. Paid
Mileage & Travel. Paid Training.
CALL 344-9880

Opportunities
SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPLE

Cutting Edge Technology. Do not miss
out on this. Free showing of the
technology. Opportunity for anyone
who is looking for either part time or
full time work. One hour of your time
may change your life forever. Call for
time and location of showing.
(505)353-7382 Joseph
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PRACTIT
GED/HS Dip. + 4 yrs. of exp. working

Body & Soul

w/youth in the areas of
employment and job/life skills
training & related areas dealing
w/youth employment/educ. issues.
Knowledge of community resources
& ability to work efficiently w/the
public & private agencies;
assessment, service planning &
coord. in working w/adolescents &
families. Salary: $14.30/HR. Apply

at YDI, 6301 Central NW,
505/831-6038 or visit our website
at www.ydinm.org. Posting Closes:
3/17/17. 
VOLUNTEER WRITERS WANTED
www.DukeCityTimes.Com is looking
for Volunteer Writers to better our
community call 505-804-4774

bedroom apartments in
historical Downtown locations
and beyond! Abundance of
character and charm! See our

complete inventory of homes,
townhouses, and apartments at
www.deaconpropertyservices.co
m

Shiatsu,Craniosacral,Swedish,
Neuromuscular,Reflexology,Sports
. Call 505-382-3406 Wed-Sun
11am-7pm.

Metaphysical

w
ENERGY HEALING
CLASSES Beginners~4/22

& 23
Intermediate/Advanced~5/20 &
21 Being held at the ABQ Zen
Center~Instructor Anam Mary
Bernadette~Includes lunch on all
days! Register at
www.clearvisionmarybernadette.c
om or call 505-469-3712

w
PSYCHIC & SPIRIT
MEDIUM Love, Career,

Health, Family, Pets
elizabethanglin.com, 505-908-
9558 

Yoga

w
YOGA STUDIO GRAND
OPENING Free classes,

workshops, deals, & giveaways
April 7-9! Visit webpage for
events & details:
yogaartspace.com/grand-
opening Yoga Art Space,8338
Comanche Rd

SATELLITE INTERNET PROBLEMS
We were both having issues with the internet not working and
you left cause it still wouldn’t work for you. I was in a black shirt
and buried deep in my work—I did think you were cute though
… that’s what happens when you try to do homework.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: Satellite On Centralon 3/19/2017.

ANODYNE
I would never do this! But you were so cute and we kept
making eye contact, my friend made me leave and when I
came back to look for you you were gone. Green eyes, white
and green paisley shirt, I was wearing all black and I should
have gotten your number but I’m shy. Oh well! Hope to see you
again?
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where:  on 3/16/2017.

CASA RONDENA
Jeanne Mae, I thought we had a friendship connection. We’d
love to hang out. I hope we just crossed wires at Farina. 
—Melissa & Casey
I am a Woman. I saw a Woman.
Where:  on 3/17/2017.

Securitas Security Events Team                                                                   
Looking for extra income? Join our Special Events team and qualify for 
seasonal bonus incentives.                                                                          
Upcoming events:
• Gathering of Nations April 27th-29th
• Isleta Concert Season May-Oct
• NM Expo Events Feb-Sept
• Santa Ana Events Feb-Sept

Join us for the entire event season through September and qualify for 
great bonus and incentive programs.

**Increased bonus available to those hired with current NM Level 1 
Guard License.

Apply at: www.Securitasjobs.com   
Albuquerque, NM Special Events Security O!cer or 
Weekly Open Hiring Events held every Friday 10am-3pm starting March 10th
 
2201 San Pedro Drive NE
Bldg.2  Suite 225
Albuquerque
505-341-2041

MEDUSA
I had a feeling you were the 1 in that one I Saw You ad where
you wrote: “It’s amazing that though we were raised differently
we have so much in common”. If you were raised by loving
parents, in a middle class family we weren’t raised all that
differently. Only difference might have been our native
languages & religions, but ours was still considered Christian
(Catholic) by most. Product of private foreign elementary &
NYC Public Schools. I take it you mean what we’ve gone
through.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: topixon 3/15/2017.

SECOND TIME AROUND
I met you at the private party in the private club. You were
there with your best girlfriend. We talked and shared stories,
laughed and joked. You had to get up to train horses in the
morning so I asked for your number, you said sure but you
currently have a situation going that I am totally cool with. You
left before I got your number. Maybe you’ll be back, maybe you
won’t. Make no mistake, you left an impression. A lasting one.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: Albuquerque Press Clubon 3/19/2017.
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Across
1 2009 film set in 2154
7 Backs of boats
11 A.D.A. member’s degree
14 “Everybody Loves Raymond”
star
15 Grade
16 Down Under hopper
17 “Mean ___” (recurring Jimmy
Kimmel segment)
18 Frozen kids?
20 ID for a taxpayer
21 Aptly named card game
23 Witty criticism
24 “Entourage” actress Mazar
25 Like some weekend “sales
events”
27 Leader of a Russian Doors
tribute band?
32 “Look!” to Dora the Explorer
33 It’s a question of time
34 Plucks unwanted plants
38 Took those plums from the
icebox (that you were probably
saving for breakfast)
39 Lindsay of “Mean Girls”
41 Bank acct. transaction
42 Go down without power
45 Actor Spall of “Life of Pi”
46 One’s in a lifetime?
47 Mineral-fortified red wine?
50 Head shop patron,
presumably
53 Fargo’s st.
54 Cyrano’s protrusion
55 Like Dick Clark’s New Year’s
Eve specials
58 “Foucault’s Pendulum” author
61 CEO painter?
63 Often-spiked drink
65 Frozen food bag bit
66 Met highlight
67 Christian who plays the titular
“Mr. Robot”
68 Blow it
69 Atmospheric 1990s CD-ROM
puzzle game
70 “Chappelle’s Show” character
who’s always scratching

Down
1 Cultural interests
2 They’re often exchanged for
rituals
3 “Absolutely!”
4 ___ Bo (workout system that
turns 25 in 2017)
5 Spain’s has no official lyrics
6 Big game on January 1
7 “The Kite Runner” protagonist
8 The 100% truth (accept no
imitations!)
9 Clandestine meetings
10 If it’s blue, it doesn’t mean
you’re pregnant
11 Priest of Stonehenge days
12 Disco diva Summer
13 How some people like their
cereal
19 O3
22 Loud sound effect for rappers
and morning radio shows
24 “It’s in my ___”
26 “Where do I even begin ...”
27 Computer since 1998
28 Corleone patriarch in “The
Godfather”

29 8, for a two-by-four?
30 It’s supposed to be a
sobering experience
31 Low
35 Hagman’s “I Dream of
Jeannie” costar
36 Beyond reinflation
37 Full of life
40 Most likely to squee over a Pi
Day pie
43 Bone-to-muscle connection
44 Cool with Green Day
46 Sound of a belly laugh
48 Planetarium model
49 Clumsily tall
50 Long-billed marsh bird
51 Cartridge stuff
52 His first line was “Don’t bang
on my can!”
56 Milo’s canine pal
57 Socialize in cyberspace
58 Prefix with parasite
59 Either “Barton Fink” director
60 Grimm guy
62 Sweet potato lookalike
64 Long-jawed freshwater fish
©2017 Jonesin’ Crosswords 

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH “Ego Trips”—state your name.
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